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Abstract
Autism spectrum disorder (ASD) is a neurodevelopmental disorder characterized by
impairments in social interaction and communication, and restrictive repetitive behaviours or
interests, with extreme phenotypic and genetic heterogeneity. Currently, genetic association
studies have identified 90 risk genes with high confidence out of an estimated 1000. Researchers
have begun to use machine learning methods leveraging heterogeneous biological network data
in attempts to aid in discovery of ASD risk genes. However, the real-world utility of these
studies is questionable: network-based machine learners are often biased towards well studied
genes because they operate on a principle called “guilty by association.” In this thesis, I evaluate
and compare genetic and computation approaches to ASD risk gene prioritization. I demonstrate
that network-based computational approaches are adding little additional useful information
compared to genetic approaches for prioritization. Furthermore, I demonstrate that gene
expression profiles, and generic measures of disease gene likelihood may provide less biased
contextual information that can be used to supplement genetic association data to prioritize ASD
risk genes. Lastly, I discuss how data quality and data dependence impacts evaluation of
machine learning algorithms and genetic association studies.
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Lay Summary
Autism spectrum disorder (ASD) is an extremely heterogeneous neurodevelopmental
disorder associated with social and communication deficits. Over the past decades, inroads have
been made into delineating the complex genetic nature of ASD. However, we still have much to
learn as only a fraction of the estimated genetic risk factors have been identified with high
confidence. In this thesis, I evaluate different types of ASD gene discovery and prioritization
methods, including genetic and computation approaches, to answer the question: can use of other
non-genetic types of biological data aid in ASD gene discovery?
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Chapter 1: Introduction
1.1: Motivation
A central problem in autism spectrum disorder (ASD) research is identifying genes
harbouring variants affecting risk. Advances in genetic and genomics technology have allowed
for tremendous progress in identifying genetic variants associated with ASD. Over the past
decade, a key finding from sequencing studies has been that rare variation, particularly rare de
novo variation, plays a major role in contributing to ASD risk, especially in families with one
child with an ASD diagnosis (simplex families) (De Rubeis et al., 2014; He et al., 2013; Iossifov
et al., 2012; Levy et al., 2011; Neale et al., 2012; O’Roak et al., 2012; Sanders et al., 2011, 2015,
2012). Based primarily on de novo variation identified in large-scale sequencing studies of
simplex families, the number of ASD risk genes has been estimated to be approximately 1000
(De Rubeis et al., 2014; He et al., 2013; Sanders et al., 2015). To date, 90 ASD genes have been
identified with high confidence based on replicated and statistically significant recurrence of
damaging variation in ASD probands compared to controls. Modern genetics studies require
large sample sizes, so progress in identifying more ASD risk genes can be slow and expensive.
This challenge has led to increased effort in leveraging high-throughput heterogeneous biological
data beyond genetics to identify risk genes not only for ASD, but also other complex genetic
diseases.
In this thesis, I describe the work I have done to help address challenges in ASD gene
discovery. Chapter 1 describes the key concepts guiding this thesis, including current knowledge
about the phenotypic and genetic heterogenic nature of ASD, and methods used to identify and
characterize ASD variants and genes. Chapter 2 describes my collection and annotation of
1

current ASD genetic risk factors. Chapter 3 delves into my work evaluating the performance and
utility of genetics and non-genetics based ASD gene discovery and prioritization methods.
Chapter 4 presents my conclusions and implications for future research.
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1.2: What is ASD?
1.2.1: A brief history lesson and today’s diagnosis
Autism spectrum disorder (ASD) was first formally described in the 1940s by Leo
Kanner and Hans Asperger. Today, the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders
(DSM-5) defines ASD as a neurodevelopmental disorder, characterized by deficits in social
communication and social interaction, and restricted, repetitive patterns of behaviour, interests or
activities which begin in childhood (Hyman, 2013). Sub-diagnoses, such as childhood
disintegrative disorder and Asperger’s disorder, have been removed. This removal reflects the
theory of a broad spectrum of autistic behaviour first put forth by Wing and Gould (1979) based
on their observations of extreme variability in symptom presentation and severity (Gillberg,
1992; Hyman, 2013; Lobar, 2016, p. 5; Volkmar & Reichow, 2013; Wing & Gould, 1979).
Clinical diagnosis, treatment and management of ASD is further complicated by co-occurring
medical conditions such as intellectual disability (approximately 30%), epilepsy and other
seizure disorders (approximately 30%), and attention deficits and attention-deficit/hyperactivity
disorder (approximately 30-40%) (Bauman, 2010; Croen et al., 2015; Devlin & Scherer, 2012;
Jeste & Geschwind, 2014; Lyall et al., 2017; Matson & Cervantes, 2014). Currently, ASD is
reported in approximately 1/59 children, with about a 4:1 ratio of boys: girls (Baio, 2018).
1.2.2: The etiology of ASD
The etiology of ASD has been much debated, and, at different times, suggested to be
psychological, environmental and biological. Today, the only confirmed risk factor for ASD is
genetics (S. E. Folstein & Piven, 1991; Geschwind, 2011; Trottier, Srivastava, & Walker, 1999).
Multiple lines of evidence support a genetic etiology of ASD. Firstly, twin studies have shown
high concordance rates in monozygotic twins (approximately 80-90%) compared to that of
3

dizygotic twins (approximately 10-30%) (Bailey et al., 1995; S. Folstein & Rutter, 1977;
Rosenberg et al., 2009). Next, risk of ASD occurring in siblings and other first-degree relatives
of probands is higher compared to the general population (approximately 3-20%), and first
degree relatives often show subclinical symptomology at higher rates compared to the general
population (Betancur, 2011; Caglayan, 2010; Geschwind, 2011; Losh et al., 2009; Ozonoff et al.,
2011; Trottier et al., 1999). Furthermore, many genetic conditions, such as Fragile X Syndrome,
and Tuberous Sclerosis, are often accompanied by ASD, or autistic features (Betancur, 2011;
Caglayan, 2010; Geschwind, 2011; Lyall et al., 2017). Lastly, common, rare inherited and de
novo structural variants (SVs) and single nucleotide variants (SNVs) have been associated with
syndromic and non-syndromic (sporadic) ASD (Geschwind, 2011; Grove et al., 2019; Jeste &
Geschwind, 2014; Neale et al., 2012; Sebat et al., 2007).
Currently, it is thought that common variants with low to modest effect contribute
additively to the etiology of ASD, but, few common variants have been robustly associated from
GWAS studies (Grove et al., 2019; Vorstman et al., 2017). In contrast, large-scale sequencing
studies have demonstrated that rare de novo and inherited, highly penetrant variants across
multiple genes confer high risk to ASD (Iossifov et al., 2012; Neale et al., 2012; O’Roak et al.,
2012; Sanders et al., 2012; Vorstman et al., 2017). Because no single gene harbouring rare
variants has been shown to account for even 1% of ASD cases, large-scale sequencing studies
are needed to identify candidates. Based on computational estimates, and the observation that
doubling of sample sizes is still approximately doubling the number of candidate ASD genes
discovered, the number of additional ASD risk genes yet uncovered may by in the hundreds (He
et al., 2013; Neale et al., 2012; Sanders et al., 2011, 2012; Satterstrom et al., 2019). The desire
of the field of computational biology to help fill in the gap between gene discovery via
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association and the expected number of genes contributing to ASD risk provides the main
context of my thesis work.
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1.3: Characterizing and predicting the impact of human genetic variation
Establishing genotype-phenotype relationships requires a deep understanding of the
human genome and the variation therein. The diploid human genome is made up of some six
billion base pairs, and the average human genome contains about four to five million differences
from the reference human genome (1000 Genomes Project Consortium et al., 2015). Variation
comes in various forms, from small changes, such as single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs)
and short insertions and deletions (indels), to larger structural variants (SVs), such as copy
number variants (CNVs) and inversions. Single nucleotide polymorphisms are the most
abundant form of human genetic variation, and are present at high frequency (more than 1-5%)
in the human population, the majority of which have little to no impact on gene function (1000
Genomes Project Consortium et al., 2010). While most variation is neutral, variation with
functional impacts can increase phenotypic diversity, including differences in disease risk (1000
Genomes Project Consortium et al., 2010).
1.3.1: Establishing genotype-phenotype associations is complex and multifactorial
There are many types of sequence variants that can be investigated with respect to effects
on phenotypes. Within each class of variant, the potential for affecting gene function can vary
widely. The first class of variants are structural variants (SVs), defined as those which affect
chromosome structure at a relatively large scale (i.e. generally more than 1000 bases). Due to
their larger size, SVs tend to have a high potential for affecting gene function. SVs can include
copy number variants, duplications, deletions, insertions, inversions and translocations that
involve at least 1000 bases of DNA. Large-scale SVs can be detected by karyotyping and/or
chromosomal microarray technology. The other class of variants are “localized.” Genomic
variants involving fewer than roughly1000 base pairs can be classified in a variety of different
6

ways depending on specific changes in DNA and the location in the genome. These types of
alterations can be detected using SNP array technologies, and next-generation sequencing
technology. Variants in protein-coding regions can have a range of effects depending on how the
function of the protein is impacted. Loss of function variants (also known as protein-truncating
variants [PTVs] or likely gene-disrupting variants [LGDs]) include frameshift, stop gain and
splice site variants. Smaller scale indels (i.e. less than roughly 1000 base pairs) can fall into this
category of variation. These variants have a greater likelihood of affecting gene function
because they change the sequence reading frame by shifting the codon grouping, introducing
premature stop codons, or causing the loss of exons or inclusion of introns. Missense variants
cause changes in one amino acid, and can have a range of effects on gene function, depending on
how the new amino acid affects the overall functioning of the protein. Synonymous mutations,
on the other hand, do not change the coded amino acid, and thus, are less likely to affect the
function of the protein. Variants falling in non-coding genomic regions are less likely to cause
functional changes compared to variants in protein-coding regions and are less often found to be
associated with disease partly because they are harder to study, and their effects harder to predict
due to lack of a clear-cut code. However, changes to regulatory regions, such as promoters and
enhancers, can cause functional deficits. The typical genome has roughly 149-182 protein
truncating variants, about 2100-2500 SVs, approximately 10-12000 peptide-sequence variants
and around 459 000-565 000 variants in regulatory regions, all in comparison to the reference
genome (1000 Genomes Project Consortium et al., 2015). When assessing variants found in
patients diagnosed with complex genetic diseases, variant class can help discern the likelihood of
functional impact and variant significance.
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Inheritance patterns and allele frequency are important factors to consider when
interrogating a variant’s potential functional impact. It is estimated that there are roughly 100 de
novo SNVs per genome per generation, and that, on average, only one is expected to be exonic
(i.e. higher likelihood to impact gene function) (Besenbacher et al., 2015; Iossifov et al., 2012;
Kong et al., 2012; Neale et al., 2012; O’Roak et al., 2012). Deleterious variants are expected to
have lower allele frequencies than neutral, or weakly deleterious variants due to natural selection
(1000 Genomes Project Consortium et al., 2010; Karczewski et al., 2019; Lek et al., 2016).
Within a proband, rare de novo variants are more likely to be deleterious compared to rare
inherited and common variation because of less stringent evolutionary selection (Veltman &
Brunner, 2012). Effect size, and penetrance can also be used to assess variant impact. Effect
size is the magnitude of the effect a genotype has on a phenotype; penetrance refers to the
fraction of people with a given genotype who have the associated phenotype. High-impact
variants often have high effect size and penetrance, meaning that the variant has a large impact
on observed phenotype, and most people with the variant have the observed phenotype. By
considering a variant’s population allele frequency, and effect on observed phenotype, different
categories of variants emerge, some of which are easier to study and detect than others (Figure
1.1).
Rare Mendelian or monogenic disorders are largely caused by deleterious genetic
variants characterized by large effect size, high penetrance, and rare allele frequencies (Manolio
et al., 2009) (Figure 1.1). Family-based linkage studies have historically been used to identify
Mendelian disease genes. Linkage studies localize genomic/disease risk loci from co-inheritance
of genetic markers, such as SNPs, and phenotypes in families across several generations (Bush &
Moore, 2012; Laird & Lange, 2006) (Figure 1.1). Family-based linkage studies were used to
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identify variants contributing to Cystic fibrosis, Huntington disease, and syndromic forms of
ASD (discussed later in this chapter) (Bush & Moore, 2012).
The “common disease – common variant” theory postulates that a common variant in the
population can contribute a small increase in disease risk, and explain a small proportion of
heritability in common diseases (Bush & Moore, 2012; Manolio et al., 2009; Tam et al., 2019)
(Figure 1.1). Genome-wide association studies (GWAS) assay millions of SNPs in large
case/control populations and compare allele frequencies to assess how specific alleles at specific
loci contribute to the phenotype of interest (Laird & Lange, 2006) (Figure 1.1). While these
types of studies have identified many common variants associated with many complex diseases,
it soon became clear that there was “missing heritability:” common variation identified by
GWAS was not able to explain the estimated heritability of complex diseases (Manolio et al.,
2009; McClellan & King, 2010).
Complex genetic diseases cannot be explained entirely by a small number of rare variants
with large effect sizes, or by a limited number of common variants with moderate effect. Rare
variants present in less than roughly 1% of the population with low to modest effect sizes cannot
be detected by family-based linkage studies or GWAS because they do not have a large enough
impact on phenotype nor do they occur at high enough frequencies to be tagged by genotyping
arrays (Bush & Moore, 2012; Laird & Lange, 2006; Manolio et al., 2009) (Figure 1.1). This
category of rare, moderate effect size variation is thought to play a large role in the genetic
architecture of many complex diseases, including ASD (discussed later in this chapter).
Development of whole genome sequencing (WGS) and whole exome sequencing (WES)
technology allowed for identification and greater characterization of common and rare variation
across human populations as a whole, as well as of rare variation in human disease (1000
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Genomes Project Consortium et al., 2015). While recurrence of rare variation within the same
gene across different samples (i.e. independent events) provides increased support for association
with a disease of interest, testing for association with disease is not as firmly established
compared to family-based linkage analysis and GWAS. As previously mentioned, sequencing
studies have shown that rare variation plays a large role in non-syndromic forms of ASD, so a
lack of a “gold standard” genetic association test for rare variants with modest effect is
problematic (De Rubeis et al., 2014; He et al., 2013; Iossifov et al., 2012; Levy et al., 2011;
Neale et al., 2012; O’Roak et al., 2012; Sanders et al., 2011, 2015, 2012).
An increasingly common test for association between rare genetic variation and disease,
particularly in the field of autism genetics research, is the transmission and de novo association
(TADA) test (De Rubeis et al., 2014; Feliciano et al., 2019; He et al., 2013; Ruzzo et al., 2019;
Sanders et al., 2015; Satterstrom et al., 2019). The main advantage of this test is that it diverts
from an allele-level approach, employed in family-based linkage analyses and GWAS, to a genelevel approach by allowing for recurrence of multiple types of variants to be collapsed, which
maximizes power to find risk genes (He et al., 2013; Manolio et al., 2009). TADA analyses
require data from de novo variants and/or inherited variants identified by large scale sequencing
studies of simplex and multiplex families and case-control cohorts. Using this data, TADA
builds a likelihood model based on allele frequency, relative risks of different classes of
variation, and mutation rates to estimate a gene’s likelihood of being involved in the phenotype.
TADA refers to a family of methods (fundamentally, statistical models), and differences
in how it is used and parameterized are relevant to the comparisons across studies I present in
this thesis. TADA has been applied using only de novo variants (TADA-Denovo), or the full
model (TADA), which incorporates de novo variation, as well as inherited and case-control
10

variation (He et al., 2013). Additionally, TADA models require the user to provide parameter
estimates for relative risk, fraction of risk genes, allele frequencies and mutation rates.
Estimating these parameters can be problematic, yet important for determining the outcome of
the analysis. The mutation rates are known for loss of function (LoF), missense and synonymous
variants, and the fraction of ASD risk genes is usually estimated at 1000 based on simulations
involving de novo LoF count and recurrence and accounting for allele frequency, mutation rate,
relative risk and sample size. However, relative risk and allele frequency priors need to be
estimated, and can vary between TADA analyses (De Rubeis et al., 2014; He et al., 2013; Ruzzo
et al., 2019). Relative risk is often calculated based on burden of de novo and inherited
mutations of each class observed within the data. However, there are notable exceptions to how
relative risk is computed (as discussed in Chapter 3) (He et al., 2013; Satterstrom et al., 2019).
The weighting of mutational classes generally follows the schema de novo LoF > de novo likely
damaging missense > inherited LoF > inherited likely damaging missense (De Rubeis et al.,
2014; He et al., 2013). One implication of the lack of well-established and validated methods for
gene-level association studies of rare variants it that two studies of the same cohort can get
different results, even if they both use a method labeled “TADA.”
Most recent sequencing studies employing a TADA test for association with ASD
provide an association score for each gene in the genome, and identify a subset a genes
significantly associated with ASD under their model, at some expected false discovery rate (De
Rubeis et al., 2014; Ruzzo et al., 2019; Sanders et al., 2015; Satterstrom et al., 2019). The
genome-wide association scores allow us to compare prioritization of ASD risk gene candidates
based on genetic association to other genome-wide prioritization scores based on other types of
non-genetics data.

11

Figure 1.1: Detectability of different variant classes involved in human disease(McCarthy et
al., 2008). A) Rare variants with high penetrance/effect size causing monogenic/Mendelian
disease; usually found with family-based linkage and association studies. B) Low-frequency
variants with moderate effects on disease, often found by whole genome/exome sequencing
studies and associated with disease via association models such as TADA. C) Common variant
with low impact implicated in common disease are often found by genome-wide association
studies. Rare variants with small effect size (below the diagonal line) are hard to detect. High
impact, common variation (above the diagonal line) are usually not found to impact common
disease, but do influence non-disease phenotypes, such as eye colour and height.
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1.3.2: Assessing functional impact of variation through use of computational tools
Within some classes of variation, there can be a range of effects depending on how and
where the DNA sequence was altered. Many computational tools have been developed to predict
variant deleteriousness. One popular approach is Combined Annotation Dependent Depletion
(CADD), which is used for predicting the effects of SNVs and indels. CADD uses local
sequence and evolutionary information to predict variant pathogenicity and incorporates the
function prediction tools Sorting Intolerant from Tolerant (SIFT) and PolyPhen-2 (Rentzsch,
Witten, Cooper, Shendure, & Kircher, 2019). SIFT and PolyPhen-2 use sequence information
and physical amino acid properties to predict the effects of amino acid substitutions in proteins
as deleterious or tolerated, and probably damaging or benign, respectively (Adzhubei et al.,
2010; Ng & Henikoff, 2003). CADD outputs a raw score, and a normalized score. Generally,
the normalized CADD score is used for variant annotation because it takes into consideration all
potential SNVs in the human genome. Higher normalized CADD scores correspond to a higher
likelihood that the variant is deleterious. I utilized these scores when annotating variants
reported in ASD probands for use in gene and variant prioritization.
As discussed, the impact of a variant is related to its allele frequency within the human
population. Different catalogs of variant allele frequencies across populations have been created
to aid in investigating how deleterious genetic variation relates to human disease. The 1000
Genomes Project was set up to investigate a broad range of human genetic variation using a
combination of WGS, WES and microarray genotyping, including 99% of SNP variants with
frequency above 1% in different populations (1000 Genomes Project Consortium et al., 2015).
More recently, the Genome Aggregation Database (gnomAD; previously known as ExAC) used
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roughly 15 000 whole genomes and approximately 120 000 exome sequences to report allele
frequencies from unrelated individuals. I utilized these databases for allele frequency annotation.
I also used four gene-wise measures of constraint against missense and LoF variation
calculated by ExAC and gnomAD in my analysis (Karczewski et al., 2019; Lek et al., 2016).
The four gene-wise scores were created based on comparing the observed number of rare
variants (frequency less than < 0.1%) per gene against the expected number of variants.
Missense z-scores greater than three indicate that a gene has fewer than expected missense
variants and, therefore, is considered to be under higher constraint. The observed/expected LoF
(o/e LoF) measures depletion of LoF variation within a gene and scores less than 0.35 indicate a
stronger intolerance to LoF variation. An extension of o/e LoF score is the probability loss of
function intolerance score (pLI) which is corrected for gene length, and ranges from 0-1. Higher
scores (pLI>0.9) reflect a greater likelihood that a gene is intolerant to LoF variation
(Karczewski et al., 2019; Lek et al., 2016). The o/e LoF score is a more continuous measure of
LoF constraint because it measures depletion of LoF variation across a spectrum of selection
compared to the more bimodal pLI (Karczewski et al., 2019; Lek et al., 2016). The pLI score is
more useful for classifying genes as likely intolerant to, or likely tolerant of LoF variation
whereas the o/e LoF score is more interpretable across the spectrum i.e. a score of 0.35 means
that 35% of expected LoF variants have been observed within a gene (Karczewski et al., 2019;
Lek et al., 2016). I used these metrics in my project because genes which meet the given
thresholds are more likely to have detrimental effects when mutated. Therefore, the constraint
metrics can be thought of as generic proxies for how likely it is for a gene to be involved in any
disease.
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Gene expression data may also be used to interpret human genetic variation in disease. It
is well known that genes vary in their expression across tissues and time, and that gene
expression is under genetic control and thus influenced by genetic variation (Cummings et al.,
2019; GTEx Consortium, 2017; Karczewski et al., 2019; X. Li et al., 2017; Stranger et al., 2017;
Yang et al., 2018). Therefore, for diseases known to affect specific tissues or cells during
specific developmental time periods, the use of spatiotemporal and/or tissue-specific gene
expression may provide a useful biological context for interpretation of candidate variants and
genes (Barrett et al., 2013; Cummings et al., 2019; GTEx Consortium, 2017; Karczewski et al.,
2019; X. Li et al., 2017; L. Liu et al., 2014; Miller et al., 2014; Stranger et al., 2017; Yang et al.,
2018). However, in theory, disease genes could be acting in any tissue, at any time, therefore, it
is important to consider how narrowing the scope of gene expression analysis may impact
disease gene and variant interpretation.
In summary, establishing genotype-phenotype relationships is a complex problem. There
are specific methods best suited for identifying and associating specific variant classes with
disease. To help in variant interpretation and prioritization, we can annotate variants identified
in ASD probands with population allele frequencies, predictions of damaging consequences and
other disease-relevant information.
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1.4: The heterogeneous genetic etiology of ASD
1.4.1: Increasing insight into genetic etiology of ASD through technology and analysis
advancements
As more sophisticated genomic technologies and analysis methods were developed, the
field gained greater insight into the complex, heterogenous genetic architecture of ASD. Early
stages of ASD genetics research were dominated by family-based linkage studies of rare
syndromic forms of ASD, that is ASD in the presence of a known genetic syndrome with defined
somatic and neurobehavioral abnormalities, such as Fragile X Syndrome (Fernandez & Scherer,
2017; Vorstman et al., 2017). However, syndromes account for a small number of ASD cases,
and identifying other variant classes associated with ASD did not occur until large-scale GWAS
and sequencing studies were conducted. As previously discussed, it is thought that common
variants with low to modest effect contribute additively to the etiology of ASD, possibly
accounting for a large proportion of ASD risk, but, few common loci have been robustly and
significantly associated with ASD (Vorstman et al., 2017). Large-scale sequencing studies have
demonstrated that rare de novo and inherited, highly penetrant variants across multiple different
genes and samples confer high risk to ASD (Iossifov et al., 2012; Neale et al., 2012; O’Roak et
al., 2012; Sanders et al., 2012; Vorstman et al., 2017). While there has been substantial progress
in delineating the genetic etiologies of ASD, it is estimated that only roughly 20% of cases have
a genetic diagnosis (Jeste & Geschwind, 2014; Neale et al., 2012). I will now discuss in greater
detail the contribution of common, rare inherited and de novo variation to ASD etiology.
It has been estimated that 10-20% of individuals with ASD have some identifiable
genetic syndrome or disorder or cytogenetically visible chromosomal abnormalities, such as
15q11-13 duplications (Betancur, 2011; Devlin & Scherer, 2012; Pinto et al., 2010). Fragile X
Syndrome and Tuberous Sclerosis are among the most common ASD associated syndromes.
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Family-based and case-control karyotyping and chromosomal microarray (CMA) studies
were used early on to investigate the role of CNVs in ASD. Early studies established that CNVs
play a role in ASD etiology through multiple lines of evidence: 1) A higher rate of de novo
CNVs was found in ASD simplex vs. multiplex families, and ASD families and/or probands vs.
controls; 2) De novo and inherited CNVs were found in sporadic and syndromic forms of ASD;
3) Many CNVs associated were found to have variable penetrance depending on proband sex and
parental transmission of variation; and 4) Recurrence of rare de novo multigenic CNVs were
found in unrelated ASD probands (Betancur, 2011; Cook Jr & Scherer, 2008; Devlin & Scherer,
2012; Pinto et al., 2010; Sanders et al., 2011; Sebat et al., 2007; Shen et al., 2010).
The low-cost of sequencing has shifted the focus of ASD genetics research almost
entirely towards identifying low/rare frequency inherited and de novo variants with moderate to
high effect size. Initial WES studies utilized small ASD cohorts (approximately 200-300
families) made up of mostly trios (one affected child, two parents) and reported similar findings
to the CNV analyses above: 1) Recurrence of rare de novo variants were found in the same gene
across different samples (i.e. independent events); 2) De novo variants, particularly LoF variants,
were found at a significantly higher rate in cases vs. controls (approximately 2: 1), and
sometimes at a trending higher rate in female vs. male probands; and 3) Rare de novo variants
were found in both syndromic and sporadic ASD with a range of effect size and penetrance
(Iossifov et al., 2012; Neale et al., 2012; O’Roak et al., 2012; Sanders et al., 2012). These
studies further established that ASD is a genetically heterogeneous disorder.
Across the early WES ASD studies, CHD8, KATNAL2, SCN2A, NTNG1, NRXN1 were
implicated as ASD risk genes based on recurrence of independent variant events (Iossifov et al.,
2012; Neale et al., 2012; O’Roak et al., 2012; Ronemus, Iossifov, Levy, & Wigler, 2014;
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Sanders et al., 2012). At the time of these findings, multiple classes of variants in SCN2A had
already been associated with ASD in the presence and absence of seizures, and multiple epilepsy
phenotypes; since then, SCN2A has also been associated with intellectual disability,
schizophrenia and other disorders (Sanders et al., 2012; Vorstman et al., 2017). It is important to
note that this is not an isolated occurrence: many other ASD risk genes with rare de novo CNVs
and SNVs have been implicated in other neuropsychiatric and neurodevelopmental conditions,
such as schizophrenia and intellectual disability (Sanders et al., 2012; Vorstman et al., 2017).
Early ASD WES studies were limited in scope because they focused almost exclusively
on de novo variants and ignored other classes of rare variation. As previously mentioned, the
TADA method was developed in order to incorporate de novo and rare variation information
from family and case-control studies to increase power to identify disease risk genes. Similar to
other association studies, those which employ TADA models also need large sample sizes in
order to achieve good power for discovery of risk genes (He et al., 2013). Currently, there are
five published genetic association studies using TADA models and WES and WGS sequencing
data from the Simons Simplex Collection (SSC), the Autism Sequencing Consortium (ASC), the
Autism Genetic Resource Exchange (AGRE), the Hartwell Autism Research and Technology
Initiative (iHart) cohort, the Simons Powering Autism Research for Knowledge (SPARK)
cohort, and multiple other ASD cohorts from across the globe (De Rubeis et al., 2014; Feliciano
et al., 2019; Ruzzo et al., 2019; Sanders et al., 2015; Satterstrom et al., 2019). In aggregate,
these studies have identified upwards of 100 ASD candidate risk genes.
The five published TADA studies have complex relationships with one another. The
power to detect ASD risk gene candidates has increased in the more recent TADA studies
because the sample size has greatly increased. However, the studies cannot be considered as
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independent association studies because there is substantial overlap in their cohorts.
Furthermore, the studies differ slightly in their implementation of the TADA model. For
example, Sanders et al., 2015 incorporates small de novo deletions in addition to SNVs, and
Satterstrom et al., 2019 modified the relative risk estimates of their TADA model to incorporate
measures of constraint against different classes of variation. In addition to confirming previously
known ASD risk genes, such as CHD8 and SCN2A, TADA studies have identified a plethora of
risk genes based on recurrence of rare de novo and inherited LoF and probably damaging
missense variants. For example, the analysis from the iHart consortium identified 14 novel ASD
risk genes, including PCM1 due to four inherited LoF mutations in different samples (Ruzzo et
al., 2019); Satterstrom et al. (2019) identified 31 novel ASD risk genes, of which, DPYSL2 had
three likely damaging missense mutations in ASD probands; and the SPARK pilot analysis
identified 13 novel ASD risk genes, with the inclusion of BRSK2 due to two additional LoF
mutations being identified (Feliciano et al., 2019). These studies, among many others, support a
more substantive role of rare de novo and inherited SNVs in the etiology of ASD (C Yuen et al.,
2017; Iossifov et al., 2014).
Initially, as with other common diseases, GWAS provided support for the theory that
common variation contributed substantially to the heritability of ASD, but few statistically
significant, reproducible common variants have been found to be associated with ASD (Devlin &
Scherer, 2012; Geschwind, 2011; Jeste & Geschwind, 2014). Common issues to all firstgeneration GWA studies were low statistical power due to low sample size, and inadequate
control samples. However, this past year, a large ASD genome-wide association meta-analysis
of roughly 18 000 ASD cases and approximately 28 000 controls robustly identified five
genome-wide significant loci (Grove et al., 2019).
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A wide spectrum of genetic risk factors have been associated with ASD, including rare de
novo and inherited single nucleotide variants and copy number variants, common variants and
known genetic syndromes. Substantial progress has been made in understanding the genetic
etiology of ASD. But, more research needs to be done to further define the genetic causes of
ASD on a population and individual level, and to identify impacted biological systems and cell
types.
1.4.2: Databases collecting information on ASD genetic risk factors
In 2003, the Simon’s Foundation launched the Simons Foundation Autism Research
Initiative (SFARI) with the aim of increasing our biological understanding of ASD to improve
diagnosis and treatment. A SFARI resource I used for my project was a database manually
curated by MindSpec, Incorporated. called SFARIGene, which collects information on ASD
genetic risk factors and genes (Abrahams et al., 2013; Banerjee-Basu & Packer, 2010). In
SFARIGene, the Human Gene Module contains upwards of 1000 genes hypothesized to play a
role in ASD, and contains information about reports, syndromes and variants associated with
each gene. Each gene in the Human Gene Module is scored on a scale from 1-6 reflecting the
amount of evidentiary support for a role in sporadic ASD based on human genetics studies and
other functional studies, with 1 denoting genes with the highest confidence of association;
additional scores are Syndromic (S) or No Score (not yet curated). Currently (August 2019), of
1089 genes listed, 90 are considered to be high confidence (category 1 and 2). In order to be
considered a SFARI high confidence gene, there must be evidence of recurrent, “likely to be
functional” variants in cases compared to controls with independent replication and/or be
uniquely implicated with genome-wide significance in association studies. Many of the SFARI
category 1 and 2 genes were identified by two of the first large-scale exome sequencing studies
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using TADA from De Rubeis et al. (2014) and Sanders et al. (2015). It is probable that many
genes identified in the most recent large-scale sequencing studies will be added to the SFARI
database in the near future.
Other databases providing ASD genetic variation information I used in this project
include VariCarta, MSSNG and ClinVar (Belmadani et al., 2019; C Yuen et al., 2017; Landrum
et al., 2014). VariCarta is our in-house web-based database for the collection and cataloguing of
genomic variants found in ASD probands. Currently (Fall 2019), 50 publications have been
curated, and approximately 35 000 variant events have been identified from approximately 8 000
ASD probands (Belmadani et al., 2019). VariCarta harmonizes and standardizes variant
reporting formats across the 50 publications, accounting for many variant reporting differences,
but most importantly, for cohort overlap to avoid double counting the same variant event in the
same subject (Belmadani et al., 2019). MSSNG is another ASD-specific resource with a goal of
collecting genome sequences and extensive phenotype data of 10 000 ASD families to identify
disease genes and pathways, and endophenotypes of ASD (C Yuen et al., 2017). ClinVar is a
publicly accessible database collecting information about human genetic variation and health and
disease (Landrum et al., 2014). While ClinVar is not specific to ASD, it does provide
phenotypes and evidence associated with reported variation, as well as a clinical interpretation of
variant pathogenicity (Landrum et al., 2014).
1.4.3: Can we go beyond genetics to find ASD genes
While genetic approaches have been successful in identifying ASD risk genes, many
groups have proposed a different and potentially complementary tack, which is to use
heterogeneous biological data in a machine learning framework. This class of approaches,
generally termed guilt by association (GBA), has long been popular among computational
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biologists for attempting to automatically annotate genes with functions or disease relevance
(Pavlidis & Gillis, 2012, 2013). GBA has been a topic of close study in the Pavlidis lab for
many years, culminating in a series of papers pointing out serious problems with the GBA
paradigm, and highlighting its failure to actually influence gene function discovery. These
doubts and the intersection of our research interests in ASD genetics and function prediction led
me to use ASD gene prediction as a case study of the utility of GBA methods. In the next
section, I describe the GBA paradigm and its application to ASD gene discovery.
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1.5: Machine learning for prediction of autism spectrum disorder genes
1.5.1: Machine learning methods use guilt by association for gene function prediction
Predicting gene function generally operates on a principle called guilt by association
(GBA). The GBA principle states genes with “associations” in the data are more likely to be
“guilty” of sharing the same or similar functions. Therefore, using biological data, such as data
from physical, genetic, biochemical, and/or evolutionary sources, and prior information about the
genes involved in a function of interest, new genes can be ascribed a previously unannotated
function. The GBA principle is not unique to gene function prediction and forms the basis of
other computational analyses, such as testing for function enrichment in a gene set (Pavlidis &
Gillis, 2012).
In this section, I first introduce a generalized machine learning setup before discussing
how guilt by association is used to predict gene function. Supervised machine learning methods
are most often used for gene function prediction. Supervised machine learning uses labelled data
to fit a model relating the input (predictor or feature data) to the output (response variable), and
then to predict responses for data not used in the fitting process. The requirements for
supervised machine learning include: 1) Labelled training data and unlabelled data for
prediction; 2) Feature data; and 3) An algorithm to fit a model on the labelled training data and
the feature data in order to make predictions about the unlabelled data (Lee, Ambaru, Thakkar,
Marcotte, & Rhee, 2010; Pavlidis & Gillis, 2012). Cross validation is used to validate training
performance before predictions about candidate genes are made. Now, I will describe how
supervised machine learning is used for gene function prediction in more detail.
Labelled and unlabelled data. Three different gene sets are needed. The labelled training
gene set is made up of a positive and negative gene set. The positive gene set consists of genes
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known to be associated with the function of interest, for example, “chromatin remodelling” or
“ASD.” The negative gene set is made up genes not associated with the function of interest.
Lastly, the unlabelled candidate genes are the genes we want to make predictions about, and
typically consist of the rest of the genes in the genome.
Feature data. The feature data is used as the basis of pattern recognition performed by
the algorithm. In this context, an ideal hypothetical feature is one that genes associated with
ASD have, and genes not associated with ASD lack. Often, and most relevant to my thesis, the
associations among the genes are represented as a network. These networks can be built from
gene expression, protein-protein interaction, genetic or physical perturbation data, and/or other
disease and phenotype data. Networks are often represented as an adjacency matrix: rows and
columns are nodes, and the entry in the matrix is the association between the two; the entry can
be binary (0=no association, 1=association), commonly employed in protein-protein interaction
networks, or a range between 0-1, commonly used for co-expression networks (Ballouz, S.,
Weber, M., Pavlidis, P., & Gillis, J., 2017). In the hypothetical ideal case, in such a network,
ASD-associated genes would be associated with each other, and lack associations with non-ASD
genes. Obviously in that case, prediction would be trivial, and the reality is very far from this
ideal. This is why more complex algorithms are needed.
Algorithm. The algorithm uses the feature data to differentiate between the positive and
negative gene sets so it can make predictions about the unlabelled candidate gene set. The
relationship between the feature data and the response variable is unknown. The algorithm uses
the training data to recognize patterns within the network to estimate this unknown relationship
so it can make predictions about which of the candidate genes are the most similar to the positive
training set. Algorithms utilized by studies I investigated in my thesis range from more simple
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logistic regression classifiers, to more complex models such as support vector machines, and
random forests.
As previously discussed, the GBA principle postulates that genes with similar functions
are more likely to be associated within the data which allows for new or previously unknown
gene functional relationships to be inferred. In gene function prediction, the chosen algorithm
can employ GBA on the feature data in a direct, or indirect manner. For example, direct GBA on
a network can take the form of neighbour voting whereby the likelihood of a candidate gene
having the function of interest is the fraction of its neighbours which have the function of interest
(Gillis & Pavlidis, 2011b). In a network, this fraction can be calculated as the number of positive
training genes a candidate gene is connected to out of its total number of connections (node
degree). In other words, candidate genes with a high number of ASD positive neighbours are
more likely to be “guilty” of being ASD genes themselves because they have “associations” with
the ASD positive genes.
Many different techniques can be used to extend GBA to incorporate indirect or broad
patterns in the feature data for function prediction (Gillis & Pavlidis, 2011b). Generally
speaking, many of these techniques search the feature data in multidimensional space to find
relations or discriminant boundaries within the data that can best separate the positive and
negative training sets (Lanckriet, Deng, Cristianini, Jordan, & Noble, 2004). For example,
support vector machines (SVMs) view the feature data as a multidimensional vector. If the
feature data is a network, the network adjacency matrix is filtered so that the rows are the
training genes, and the columns are the rest of the genes in the network, with the cells of the
matrix representing the gene-pair association or interaction scores. The resulting matrix is
viewed in the same number of dimensions as columns in the filtered network adjacency matrix
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(i.e. features). In the multidimensional feature space, the SVM attempts to fit a hyperplane(s)
which provides the optimal separation of positive and negative training examples. Different
transformations called kernels i.e. linear or polynomial kernels, and/or tuning parameters are
applied to the feature space to find the hyperplane which gives the maximum distance between
the positive and negative training sets. Given an unlabelled candidate data point, the SVM can
classify the item into a binary (or multi-class) output category by determining on which side of
the hyperplane they are on. Roughly speaking, candidate genes on the side of the discriminant
boundary with the majority of the ASD positive training genes are more likely to be positive
ASD genes themselves essentially because they are “nearer” (associated with) ASD genes
compared to non-ASD genes in the feature space.
Training evaluation. When evaluating the performance of a supervised machine learning
algorithm, it is of primary interest how well the algorithm is able to generalize to new data. In
other words, we want to know how accurate the predictions are when applied to previously
unseen data not used to train the algorithm. The algorithm can be evaluated on training data as
one set, however, good performance on training data does not ensure good performance on
testing data. Therefore, cross validation is often used to assess performance of the algorithm by
iteratively partitioning the training datasets into a training subset and a testing subset, also known
as a hold-out or validation subset. The algorithm is trained on the training subset, following
which, it can be applied to the testing subset and prediction performance can be assessed. There
are different partitioning processes including iterative random partitioning of the data into equal
groups, having only a single gene in the validation set, and/or splitting the data into a set number
of folds where a subset of each fold is used as the validation set.
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Ideally, the chosen algorithm will balance model bias with variance (Bias-Variance
Trade-off). Model bias originates from trying to estimate complex real-life problems from
simple models. Models with high bias can miss patterns due to a failure to accurately
recapitulate the real-life data because of erroneous assumptions made by the model whereas
models with low bias fit real-life data more closely. Variance refers to how much the estimate of
the relationship between the input feature data and the response variable would change if a
different training data set was used. Generally speaking, as algorithms become more flexible,
the bias decreases because the model is following the data points more closely and there is an
increase in performance on the training subset. However, the variance will also start to increase,
meaning that changing the training data would have a larger impact, and that the performance on
the testing subset will suffer. This is described as overfitting because the algorithm is trying too
hard to find patterns in the training subset which do not generalize to testing subset, resulting in
good training performance, but poor testing performance.
Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves and precision-recall (PR) curves are two
very common metrics for assessing performance of the algorithm on training and testing subsets.
In classification problems, there are four possible outcomes for each instance (gene). If the gene
belongs to the class of interest (ASD), and it is classified as positive, it is a true positive; if it is
classified as negative, it is counted as a false negative. If the gene is negative (not an ASD
gene), and is classified as negative, it is a true negative; if it is classified as a positive, it is
counted as a false positive.
Receiver operator curves plot the true positive rate vs. the false positive rate at various
score thresholds. The true positive rate (recall, sensitivity, power of detection) is the proportion
of true positives that are correctly classified. The false positive rate (fall-out, probability of false
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alarm, 1-specificity) is the proportion of true negatives that are incorrectly classified. The
overall performance of a classifier can be measured as the area under the receiver operator curve
(AUROC). Ideally, the ROC curve will be in the top left corner of the plot, meaning the
classifier is sensitive and specific, with a larger area under the curve indicating a better classifier.
Typically, “good classifiers” will have an AUROC of over 0.8, whereas classifiers which
perform no better than random chance have an AUROC of 0.5. During training, most supervised
machine learning studies will employ cross-validation, reporting the average AUROC
performance across all folds as a measurement of performance.
AUROC give a measure of performance that can be misleading for real-life applications
where only the top predictions are likely to be inspected. For this reason, precision recall curves
are often preferred as they are more sensitive to classification errors in the top ranks. Precision
(positive predictive value) measures the proportion of classified positives which are true
positives. As previously stated, recall measures the proportion of true positives that are correctly
classified. A “highly relevant classifier” will make no or few false positive classifications when
recovering all of the true positives.
Output and evaluation. The algorithm yields a ranking of the candidate genes, with the
genes at the top of the ranking being those predicted to be most likely involved in the function of
interest. Often the output rankings are subject to independent validation tests, in addition to
cross validation during training. Ideally, one has a “gold standard” gene set independent of the
data used during algorithm training which can be used for evaluation with ROC and PR curves.
However, as most conditions have a small number of known positives (associated genes), many
published evaluations look at how well their predictions are able to recover either genes with a
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lower level of association with the function of interest, or genes found to be associated with the
function of interest using previously unseen data.
1.5.2: Problems with guilt by association and gene networks for gene function prediction
As previously mentioned, prior work done in the Pavlidis lab has questioned the utility of
GBA-based machine learning for gene function prediction (Gillis & Pavlidis, 2011a, 2012;
Pavlidis & Gillis, 2012, 2013). A major problem with this type of GBA is the underlying quality
of the heterogenous biological data used as input features. Biological networks themselves are
often biased toward well studied genes. Well studied genes often have high numbers of
associated functional annotations (multifunctional), and these genes are often highly connected
(hubs) within the network (Gillis & Pavlidis, 2011a; Pavlidis & Gillis, 2012). The issue with
“multifunctionality bias” is that it drives GBA performance: GBA tends to ascribe new functions
to genes which are highly connected within the network rather than learning additional, novel
information from the connection patterns (Gillis & Pavlidis, 2011a; Pavlidis & Gillis, 2012).
Given that the same biological network can be used in many prediction situations with different
training gene sets, one would expect some level of specificity for the training task. However,
due to the aforementioned biases, GBA tends to prioritize highly connected genes within the
network for any/all tasks for which the algorithm is trained on (Gillis & Pavlidis, 2011a; Pavlidis
& Gillis, 2012; Qiao et al., 2010). Furthermore, genes which are not multifunctional or hubs
within the network may only be so because they are understudied and lack any documented true
associations with other genes (Gillis & Pavlidis, 2011a; Pavlidis & Gillis, 2012). In summation,
GBA ML studies tend to yield gene rankings correlated with multifunctionality and hubness,
resulting in high prioritization of generically “disease-related” genes because they are well
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studied. Due to a lack of disease-specificity, and bias towards well studied genes, GBA has
difficulty identifying novel and disease-specific relationships between genes.
Protein-protein interaction and/or co-expression networks alone, or in combination with
each other or with other types of interaction or functional data, are often used to create networks.
Protein-protein interaction networks can be constructed from multiple different databases, such
as STRING or BioGrid, which collect information about known and predicted protein-protein
interactions by aggregating across many different types of experiments and experimental
conditions (Oughtred et al., 2019; Szklarczyk et al., 2019). PPI networks are often strongly
biased towards well studied genes, and the effects of multifunctionality and hubness can explain
a large amount of the predictive performance of PPI networks (Gillis & Pavlidis, 2011a; Pavlidis
& Gillis, 2012). In comparison, co-expression networks can offer a more context-specific
datatype which demonstrate less literature bias (Gillis & Pavlidis, 2011a; Pavlidis & Gillis,
2012). In theory, gene expression networks could be better for GBA because there would be less
literature bias to drive performance (Gillis & Pavlidis, 2011a; Pavlidis & Gillis, 2012).
However, without real-world evaluation, the utility of gene expression networks for gene
function prediction is unknown. Correcting for multifunctionality and hubness within PPI and
gene expression networks is difficult: filtering to alter node degree can result in loss of
information, and using a designated threshold based on strength or reliability of association may
also be misleading as the underlying data is biased (Gillis & Pavlidis, 2011a).
The implication of this work is that GBA can seem to work in cross validation while
providing predictions of little actual value. To show true value, GBA methods must be validated
in real-life situations. Overall, we are aware of few instances whereby GBA prediction has
produced a bona fide new disease association for a gene. Multiple ASD gene prediction methods
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have been developed, including genetic association tests, GBA machine learning methods using
heterogeneous biological data, and generic measures of disease gene likelihood. By comparing
GBA ML methods to accepted approaches for genetic association and other disease gene
prediction methods, we were able to investigate the validity of GBA ML methods for ASD risk
gene prediction.
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1.6: Thesis outline
In this thesis, I will explore two main questions prompted by the two main research areas
highlighted above. Mainly, what are the characteristics of current ASD risk genes, and how
useful are guilt by association methods for prioritization of ASD risk genes?
Firstly, I describe the collection and curation of information about current ASD risk
genes and their variants. As delineated above, the genetic architecture of ASD is complex and
heterogeneous. Many factors have to be assessed in order to discover ASD risk genes and to
implicate the causal variants within a gene. In Chapter 2, I present my efforts to collapse ASD
risk gene information from multiple sources, including NDD-specific resources such as SFARI,
and our in-house ASD-specific database VariCarta.
In the Chapter 3, I report my investigations into how GBA-based machine learning
studies use heterogenous biological network data in attempts to prioritize ASD risk genes. I
aimed to answer the following questions: What are the differences among the published and
currently in-production learners? Can these learners accurately predict known ASD risk genes,
and candidate ASD risk genes? Are these learners biased towards generic measure of gene
function, for example multifunctionality? Are these learners adding any additional information
we cannot get from genetic association studies, or generic measures of a gene’s likelihood of
being involved in any disease, such as probability loss-of-function intolerance score (pLI)?
In the conclusion (Chapter 4), I summarize insights gained, and propose future avenues
for exploration.
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Chapter 2: Collecting information on current ASD candidate genes
2.1: Introduction
Autism spectrum disorder (ASD) is a neurodevelopmental disorder with a genetically
heterogenous etiology. Many different classes of variation have been implicated in ASD.
Currently, research is aimed at identifying rare, highly penetrant de novo variants in ASD
probands. Recently, many WGS and WES studies have identified many ASD risk genes based
on rare de novo and inherited LoF (frameshift, nonsense, splice site alterations) or likely
damaging missense variants. However, relatively few ASD probands have a genetic diagnosis,
and much work needs to be done to identify more genetic causes of ASD.
We are involved in a collaboration project focused on studying de novo missense variants
in ASD risk gene candidates from SFARI categories 3 and 4. The aim of this collaboration is to
identify more high-confidence ASD risk genes. In order to help, we collected current
information on ASD risk genes across multiple data sources to identify characteristics that could
be useful for prioritizing risk genes candidates for further experimental study.
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2.2: Materials and Methods
2.2.1:ASD gene set
ASD genes were collected from two sources: SFARI and recent genetic association
studies. SFARIGene collects information curated by MindSpec, Incorporated about genes and
genetic risk factors of ASD. Genes are categorized by amount and quality of evidence for
association with ASD from1-6, with 1 being highest confidence; included also is a syndromic
category. Currently, there over 1000 genes in SFARI, and 90 are considered high confidence
with gene scores of 1 and 2. Three recent genetic association studies employing TADA analyses
have identified 58 novel genes with statistically significant associations with ASD (Feliciano et
al., 2019; Ruzzo et al., 2019; Satterstrom et al., 2019). As many genes in SFARI categories 1
and 2 were discovered using TADA analyses, it is likely that most of these genes will be
categorized there in the near future (De Rubeis et al., 2014; Sanders et al., 2015) (Table 2.1).
Table 2.1: ASD risk gene sets
ASD risk gene set

Description

SFARI high
confidence
(SFARI-HC)

90 genes in SFARI categories 1, 1S, 2 and 2S are considered to
be high confidence ASD risk genes.

Novel high
confidence (NovelHC)

58 novel ASD risk genes identified from three recent TADA
genetic association studies. We consider these novel findings
to be high confidence ASD risk gene candidates.

Rest of SFARI
database
(restSFARI)

938 genes in SFARI with score 3, 3S, 4, 4S, 5, 6, or S
(syndromic). These genes have substantially less evidence of
a role in ASD. We consider these to be ASD risk gene
candidates for prioritization for further study
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2.2.2: Gene mapping
Gene symbols and Entrez gene identification numbers from the ASD risk gene sets were
mapped to official gene symbols and Entrez gene identification numbers provided by the NCBI
(Sayers et al., 2019). All protein-coding genes from NCBI RefSeq were used as a background
comparison (Sayers et al., 2019).
2.2.3: ASD variant sources
VariCarta(Belmadani et al., 2019): VariCarta is a publicly accessible database maintained by the
Pavlidis lab which collects information of human genetic variants found in ASD probands and
reported in peer-reviews publications. I downloaded the most up-to-date variant file staged for
public release on 2019-08-29. Coordinates are reported in GRCh37. It is unknown if all sources
in VariCarta utilized the same diagnostic criteria for ASD, or the same procedure for variant
calling. However, VariCarta attempted to filter for subjects with a clear diagnosis of ASD where
available, and harmonized variant reporting into a standardized format.
MSSNG (C Yuen et al., 2017): The Pavlidis Lab has access to the MSSNG database, and I
accessed the 2017-02 variant calls from our servers on 2019-08-29. Coordinates are in GRCh37.
MSSNG called variants using GATK (McKenna et al., 2010), and annotated with Annovar (K.
Wang, Li, & Hakonarson, 2010).
Satterstrom et al. (2019): A recent TADA analysis of upwards of 20 000 WES samples currently
published on BioRxiv. Clinical evaluation and widely accepted ASD interviews and diagnostic
tools were used to diagnose patients. I downloaded supplemental tables pertinent to this project,
including sample information (Table S1), variant calls (Table S2) and TADA results (Table S4)
on 2019-09-03. Coordinates are in GRCh37. They called variants using GATK (McKenna et al.,
2010), and annotated with VEP (McLaren et al., 2016).
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Ruzzo et al. (2019): A recent TADA analysis incorporating new samples from roughly 2000
multiplex families from the iHart consortium. Clinical evaluation and widely accepted ASD
interviews and diagnostic tools were used to diagnose patients. I downloaded supplemental
tables for sample information (Table S1) and TADA results (Table S3) on 2019-09-03.
Coordinates are in GRCh37. They called variants using GATK (McKenna et al., 2010), and
annotated with Annovar (K. Wang et al., 2010).
Feliciano et al. (2019): A recent TADA analysis incorporating new samples from roughly 400
trios from the SPARK consortium. Families self-reported ASD diagnoses, and the SPARK
consortium did essential phenotype curation and/or clinical evaluation and interviews using
accepted diagnostic tools. I downloaded supplemental tables for variant calls (Tables S1, S3,
and S6) and TADA results (Table S7) on 2019-09-03. Coordinates are in GRCh37. They called
variants using GATK (McKenna et al., 2010) and FreeBayes (Garrison & Marth, 2012), and
annotated with Annovar (K. Wang et al., 2010).
SFARI: I downloaded an updated version of the SFARIGene Module from the web tool on 201908-08 (Abrahams et al., 2013). This file lists genes within the Human Gene Module, their gene
score and number of associated reports. Not included in this file is information about the
reported variants within each gene. Variant level data was provided courtesy of the SFARI
foundation on 2019-08-06. It is unknown if all sources in SFARI are using the same diagnostic
criteria for ASD, or the same procedure was used for variant calling. The variants in
SFARIGene were manually curated by MindSpec Incorporated, and the ASD-status of the
variant publication is not provided i.e. if the report was from an ASD-specific study or not.
I faced many problems with the SFARI data mainly due to inconsistent report or
incomplete information (Table 2.2). Human Genome Structural Variation (HGVS) nomenclature
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inconsistencies I came across in SFARI included allele or residue changes being reported
without their positions or as reference/alternate alleles, such as A>G or delTGG, or L/S or
p.Met1?. Further, variants reported as a protein HGVS change without their corresponding
cDNA change could not be annotated using VEP due to failure to perform unambiguous reverse
annotation. There were an estimated 1181 variants in SFARI that could not by annotated due to
various inconsistencies in reporting.
Table 2.2: Examples of variants reported in SFARI with non or inconsistent HGVS format
Symbol
(SFARI
score)
SCN2A
(1)

Allele
Change

Residue Change

N/A

p.Thr1711Leufs
Ter8

BCAS1
(4)
HOXA1
(S)

A>G

L/S

delTGG

N/A

TSC2
(3S)

G>A

N/A

Examples of proper
HGVS notation from
publication or VEP
SCN2A:c.5130_5131i
nsCTCCCCCCCCCC
CCCCCCCCCTA
BCAS1:c.458T>C
BCAS1:p.L153S
chr7:g.27101863delT
GG

Variant type

Inheritance

PMID

Frameshift

De Novo

28379373

Missense

De Novo

25533962

Inframe_del

Familial
(6); de
novo (2);
unknown
(27)

21624971

chr16:g.2138546G>A
TSC2 :c.5359G>A
TSC2 :p.G1787S

Missense

Unknown

29271092
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ClinVar (Landrum et al., 2014): ClinVar is a publicly accessible database aggregating
information about human genetic variation and health. I downloaded updated GRCh37 variant
calling files, a per-variant summary tab delimited file and a variant citation tab delimited file
from the ClinVar FTP on 2019-08-21. ClinVar is not specific to any one phenotype, so while
some variants are reported to be associated with ASD, they are likely associated with other
phenotypes as well. As such, it is possible that ClinVar could have incomplete information for
some of their variant reports. For example, ClinVar reports a DYNC1H1 variant
(14:102452354:C>T) with Yuen et al., 2017 (PMID:28263302) as an associated citation, which
is an ASD WGS study, but ClinVar does not report ASD as an associated phenotype (Table 2.3).
While this report is included in VariCarta, there is no record of the variant event occurring in
VariCarta. Upon further inspection, the variant does not appear to exist in the Yuen publication.
Table 2.3: Example of incomplete information in ClinVar.
Variant Reported in
ClinVar
DYNC1H1:
14:102452354:C>T

Variant
origin in
ClinVar
Germline;
Unknown;
De novo

PubMedIDs
in ClinVar

Phenotypes in
ClinVar

PubMedID in
VariCarta

28263302
21820100
21076407 …

Hereditary
disease
CharcotMarie-Tooth
disease
Spinal
muscular
atrophy…

28263302

Variant in
VariCarta or
PubMedID
No
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2.2.4: Variant level annotations
Inheritance and Validation
Each of the above variant sources report inheritance of variant events. I simplified
inheritance categories into de novo, inherited (familial, maternal, paternal etc.), and other
(mosaic, unknown, etc.). VariCarta, MSSNG and the recent genetic association also report
variant validation status, and validated inheritance. In cases where the validated inheritance
differs from initial inheritance patterns identified from sequencing, I kept the validated
inheritance category. MSSNG reported inheritance status for each variant in a string format, for
example, 0,0:0,1:0,1. The 0,0 genotype represents a mother with a homozygous reference
genotype, the first 0,1 genotype represents a father with a heterozygous genotype (1 being an
alternate allele), and the second 0,1 represents a child with a heterozygous genotype. I
considered proband genotypes not inherited from parents to be de novo; variants on the X
chromosome of male probands were considered to be hemizygous, and fall in the other category
of inheritance (C Yuen et al., 2017). ClinVar does not report specific inheritance modes for
associated phenotype(s), as such, I did not simplify the inheritance of the variant event.
Inheritance categories in ClinVar include germline, somatic, de novo, biparental, inherited,
maternal, paternal, unknown, uniparental and/or a combination of these depending on reports and
phenotypes associated with variant event. When aggregating and harmonizing across multiple
variant sources, some variant events were found to be reported with unknown or mixed
inheritance types, sometimes within the same sample across different publications (Table 2.3,
2.4). This presented us with challenges for counting variants, and likely resulted in miscounting
of the number of de novo and inherited variants.
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Table 2.4: Examples of unresolved inheritance pattern reported in the same sample across
multiple studies
Variant

Sample

Source

Inheritance pattern

21:38877659:G>A

M12327

28831199
27824329

De novo

21:38877659:G>A

M12327

28191889

Unknown

VEP
I used a local installation of the Ensembl Variant Effect Predictor v97.3 (VEP) for variant
annotation (McLaren et al., 2016). The installation differs from the web-based tool because it is
set up to use a merged cache of human GRCh37 files from both Ensembl and RefSeq rather than
the current default GRCh38 with Ensembl files only. In the local installation, multiple plugins
had been previously setup for annotations not housed in the GRCh37 cache. I customized the
local installation to ensure that protein identifiers and Human Genome Structural Variation
(HGVS) cDNA, protein and genomic nomenclature were added as annotations, and to ensure
that variants in the HGVS format could be used as inputs by adding local installations of
GRCh37 fasta files and necessary flags. See Tables 2.6, 2.7 and Appendix A.1 for details on the
GRCh37 cache, installed plugins, and flags used for VEP annotation.
Variants from each source were annotated with VEP to ensure consistency across the
sources. Variant reporting format varied among the sources. SFARI reports variants in cDNA
and protein changes in HGVS format, for example, CHD8:c.1096C>T, or CHD8:pGln366Ter.
For variants reported in non HGVS or inconsistent HGVS format, I made attempts to rectify the
nomenclature. I sorted cDNA and protein changes by chromosome and positional change and
annotated with VEP independently. One issue we ran into with SFARI was that VEP can return
different annotations for variants reported in cDNA or protein HGVS formats compared to
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variants reported in genomic coordinates (sourced directly from original publications) (Table
2.5). This is important to keep in mind when selecting SFARI genes and variants for further
study because it is possible that the annotated protein change is not the same change reported in
an ASD proband, and it is possible that the variant was not found specifically in a proband with
ASD.
Table 2.5: Example of the different VEP annotations resulting from different variant input
formats.
Input

Source

HGVSg

ADAMTS18:
c.3300_3303dupGA
AA

SFARI

16:77325261:G>GT
TTC

Original
Publication
29346770

HGVSc

HGVSp

Transcript

16:g.77325264_ c.3300_3301insGA
77325265insTT AA
TC

p.Lys1101GlufsTer
74

NM_199355
NP_955387

16:g.77325261_ c.3303_3304insGA
77325262insTT AA
TC

p.Pro1102GlufsTer
73

NM_199355
NP_955387

The rest of the variant sources, VariCarta, MSSNG, the recent genetic association studies,
and ClinVar, report genomic coordinates of variant events. I formatted the input as chromosome
_ position _ referenceAllele / alternateAllele, and sorted by chromosomal location. VEP was run
in four batches to account first for number of variants being annotated, and second to separate
input format: VariCarta, MSSNG and recent genetic association studies; ClinVar; and two for
each HGVS input type for SFARI (cDNA and protein HGVS, respectively).
After VEP was run, I performed additional manual filtering and annotation. For each
input variant, VEP produces multiple variant outputs annotated with predicted transcript, gene
and protein effects. In most cases, variant inputs have predicted effects in multiple transcripts
and, in the case of regulatory variants, multiple transcripts and genes, necessitating further
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filtering and annotation. First, I filtered the output variant calls so that only variants annotated to
be affecting genes from the ASD gene set were kept. Second, we want to know, of the predicted
effects for each input variant, which is likely to be the most damaging. I selected the most
damaging variant based on two criteria: 1) predicted consequence (Table 2.8), and 2) transcript
biotype. Transcript biotypes can be grouped into four main categories: protein coding,
pseudogene, long noncoding and short noncoding. Variants in protein coding transcripts,
including nonsense-mediated decay and non-stop decay, were considered likely to be more
damaging than those found in pseudogene and noncoding transcripts. I simplified the most
damaging variant class into three categories: 1) The loss-of-function category included splice
site, frameshift and stop gain or stop loss variants; 2) The missense category only included
missense variants; and 3) The other included a wide range of different variant types including inframe indels, synonymous, intronic and intergenic variations. Lastly, for each variant, I selected
the maximum reported allele frequency as the maximum value reported by either the 1000s
Genomes Project or gnomAD.
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Table 2.6: Data included in the GRCh37 VEP cache
Source
1000 Genomes
COSMIC

ClinVar

ESP

HGMD-PUBLIC

Assembly
dbSNP
GENCODE
gnomAD
PolyPhen2
RefSeq
Regulatory build
SIFT

Description
Identify genetic variants present at 1%
of the populations studied. Provides
global allele frequencies.
Resource for somatic mutations in
human cancers. Allows for
identification of existing or collocated
variants with the input.
Gives clinical significance of variant
if the alternate allele is reported to be
associated with a specific phenotype
in ClinVar
Provides allele frequencies from the
NHLBI GO Exome Sequencing
Project aimed at discovering genes
associated with heart, lung and blood
disorders.
Public version of the Human Gene
Mutation Database collects
information about gene lesions
involved in inherited disease. Allows
for identification of existing or
collocated variants with the input.
Human genome assembly used.
SNPs and indels imported from
dbSNP.
Provides annotations from human and
mouse with a high level of biological
evidence.
Provides allele frequency from 125
748 whole exomes.
Provides scores predicting impact of
amino acid substitutions on protein
structure and function
Predicted RefSeq transcripts, along
with associated gene symbols and
variant effect prediction scores.
Annotates with overlapping regulatory
regions
Provides scores predicting effects of
amino acid substitution on protein
structure and function.

Version
Phase 3 (1000 Genomes
Project Consortium et al.,
2015)
86 (Tate et al., 2019)

10-2018 (Landrum et al.,
2014)
03-11-2014
(https://esp.gs.washington.edu/
drupal/)
2017.4 (Stenson et al., 2017)

GRCh37.13
151 (Sherry et al., 2001)
19
r.2.1, exomes (Karczewski et
al., 2019)
2.2.2 (Adzhubei et al., 2010)
01-2015 (O’Leary et al., 2016)
1.0
5.2.2 (Ng & Henikoff, 2003)
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Table 2.7: Plugins installed for VEP and utilized for annotation
Plugin
CADD
Conservation
dbscSNV
Downstream

ExAC
Exac_pLI
LoFTool

Description
Retrieves CDD raw and phred
scores for SNVs and indels
Variant position GREP
conservation score from
Ensembl Compara database
Retrieves splicing variant
information
Predicts downstream effects of
a frameshift variant on protein
sequence; splicing changes not
predicted
Retrieves ExAC allele
frequencies

Version (associated assembly)
1.4 (GRCh37) (Rentzsch et al.,
2019)
EPO 35-way mammalian alignment

Retrieves ExAC probability
loss-of-function intolerance
score
Ranked genic intolerance and
disease susceptibility based on
ratio of LoF mutations to
synonymous mutations while
adjusting for mutation rate and
conservation

ExAC.r0.3 (Lek et al., 2016)

1.1 (GRCh37) (X. Liu, Jian, &
Boerwinkle, 2011)
Unknown

ExAC.r0.3.1.vep.vcf (Lek et al.,
2016)

From Fadista J et al. (2017)
(GRCh37)
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Table 2.8: VEP hierarchy of variant consequences. Modified from Ensembl Variation –
Calculated variant consequences
(https://uswest.ensembl.org/info/genome/variation/prediction/predicted_data.html)
Consequence
Description
transcript ablation
Deleted transcript feature
splice acceptor variant
Splice variant in 2-base region of 3’ end of intron
splice donor variant
Splice variant in 2-base region of 5’ end of intron
stop gained
Premature stop codon and shortened transcript
frameshift variant
Disrupt translation reading frame by changing triplet code
stop lost
Disrupt terminator codon for elongated protein
start lost
Canonical start site disrupted
transcript amplification
Amplification of a region with a transcript
inframe insertion
Non-synonymous insertion not disrupting triplet code
inframe deletion
Non-synonymous deletion not disrupting triplet code
missense variant
Alter 1 or more base resulting in a different amino acid
protein altering variant
Predicted change in protein coding sequence
splice region variant
Variant in slicing region but not within the splice sites
incomplete terminal codon Change of one base of the termination codon of an incompletely
variant
annotated transcript
start retained variant
Change the base of a start codon without losing start site
stop retained variant
Change the base of a termination codon without losing terminator
synonymous variant
Variant causing no change to the encoded amino acid
coding sequence variant
Sequence variant changing coding sequence
mature miRNA variant
Transcript variant located in mature miRNA
5 prime UTR variant
Variant in 5' UTR
3 prime UTR variant
Variant in the 3' UTR
noncoding transcript exon Variant changing non-coding exon sequence in a non-coding
variant
transcript
intron variant
Transcript variant in an intron
NMD transcript variant
Variant in a non-sense mediated decay transcript
noncoding transcript
variant
Variant in a non-coding RNA gene
upstream gene variant
Variant in 5’ upstream sequence
downstream gene variant
Variant in 3’ upstream sequence
TFBS ablation
Deleted of region including transcription factor binding site
TFBS amplification
Amplification of region including a transcription factor binding
site
TF binding site variant
Variant located within a transcription factor binding site
regulatory region ablation Deleted region including a regulatory region
regulatory region
amplification
Amplification of a region with a regulatory region
feature elongation
Variant that causes the extension of a genomic feature
regulatory region variant
Variant in a regulatory region
feature truncation
Variant reducing a genomic feature
intergenic variant
Variant in the intergenic region, between genes
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Ensembl and RefSeq FTP
I downloaded the fasta files for coding and peptide sequences of Ensembl and RefSeq
transcripts from the Ensembl GRCh37 FTP and the RefSeq FTP on 2019-09-29 (Flicek et al.,
2014; O’Leary et al., 2016; Sayers et al., 2019; Zerbino et al., 2018). I used BiomaRt with
Ensembl 37 to find sequences for transcripts not documented in the FTPs (Durinck et al., 2005;
Durinck, Spellman, Birney, & Huber, 2009). For transcripts with coding and protein sequences,
I calculated coding and protein length, the GC content of coding transcripts, and molecular
weight of peptide transcripts using the “mw” function from the R Peptides package (Osorio, D.,
Rondon-Villarreal, P., & Torres, R., 2014, 2015).
Joining variant annotations
Information from the variant sources, VEP and Ensembl/RefSeq annotation steps were
joined by input variant so all information pertinent to a variant was collected (reported
inheritance, publication identification numbers, variant level annotations etc.). For SFARI,
variants were first joined by cDNA identifiers, followed by protein changes if cDNA changes
were unavailable. VEP cannot always unambiguously annotate cDNA and protein changes, thus,
some SFARI variants were unable to be mapped and annotated (Table 2.2).
2.2.5: Gene level annotations
Variant recurrence and counting
We want to know how many variants each gene in the ASD gene set has, and what
categories these variants fall into. A problem faced when pooling variant information from
multiple sources is double counting of the same variant from the same samples, and of the same
variant across multiple samples. Double counting can result in inaccurate assessment of genic
association with ASD. To help combat this, variant event identifiers were used. VariCarta has
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variant event identification numbers based on sample identification number, genomic
coordinates and the reference and alternative alleles. MSSNG and the recent genetic association
studies do not report variant event IDs, but they do report sample identification numbers for
variant events. As such, if the sample identification number and variant event were already
reported in VariCarta, I assigned the variant event the identification number provided in
VariCarta. Otherwise, I built an identifier from the sample identification number and variant
event. I considered a variant event to be recurrent if it was reported in different samples. I
counted the number of non-recurrent and recurrent missense and LoF variant events present in
each gene in the gene set.
SFARI does not report sample identification numbers, but it does report the publication
associated with the variant. Therefore, to ensure variants are not double counted, if the
publication was included in VariCarta or was one of the recent genetic association studies, I
eliminated the variant event from the SFARI count. I considered the same variant event reported
in multiple publications by SFARI to be recurrent because I could not ascertain if the variant
events were reported in the same or different samples without manually checking each associated
publication. I counted the number of non-recurrent and recurrent missense and LoF variant
events present in each gene in the gene set.
ClinVar does not report sample identification numbers nor is the specific mode of
inheritance for associated phenotype reported. Therefore, to avoid double counting, if the variant
event was previously identified, I filtered the variant event out prior to counting. I counted
additional missense and LoF variants associated with ASD in ClinVar.
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LoF and missense variation constraint measures
I downloaded measures of per-gene constraint against missense and LoF variation from
the gnomADv2.1.1 database on 2019-07-18 (Karczewski et al., 2019). The missense-z score
measures the deviation of a genes’ number of observed missense variants from the expected
number (Karczewski et al., 2019; Lek et al., 2016). The observed/expected LoF score measures
the deviation of a genes number of observed LoF variants from the expected number
(Karczewski et al., 2019; Lek et al., 2016). The probability loss-of-function intolerance (pLI)
score is an extension of the o/e LoF score. pLI measures a gene’s likelihood to be intolerant of
LoF variants, and, unlike the observed/expected LoF score, is corrected for gene length and
ranges between 0-1 (Karczewski et al., 2019; Lek et al., 2016). Measures of constraint against
LoF and missense variation act as a proxy for likelihood of involvement in disease because genes
found to be under high constraint (missense z>3, observed/expected LoF < 0.35, pLI>0.9) are
more likely to cause detrimental effects when mutated.
Other gene level annotations
I built a binary protein-protein interaction network using BioGridv3.5.169 human
physical interaction data and counted the node degree or the number of interactors a gene has
using the R package EGAD (Ballouz, S. et al., 2017; Oughtred et al., 2019). The per-gene
multifunctionality rank was previously computed using Gene Ontology annotations by Nathaniel
Lim of the Pavlidis lab, and roughly reflects the number of functions a gene has been annotated
with. The per-gene number of publications was calculated previously by Shams Bhuiyan of the
Pavlidis lab.
See Figure 2.1 for schematic overview of variant and gene level annotation pipeline.
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Code availability
Code and publicly available raw data used in this analysis are currently available on
request.

Figure 2.1: Overview schematic of gene and variant annotation for ASD genes. The ASD
gene set was created from SFARI and significant findings from recent genetic association
studies. Variant sources include VariCarta, the recent genetic association studies, MSSNG,
SFARI and ClinVar. VEP was used to ascribe different annotations to variants, including
predicted variant consequence, allele frequencies, damaging predictions. RefSeq and Ensembl
FTPs were used to calculate coding transcript length and GC content, and protein transcript
length and molecular weight (mw). Gene level annotations included variant count based on
variant class (LoF and missense), inheritance, and recurrence, as well as measures of constraint
against LoF and missense variation, such as probability of loss-of-function intolerance, and
others, such as the number of physical interactors (physical node degree), number of functions
(multifunctionality) and the number of publications.
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2.3: Results
2.3.1: Variant annotation collection statistics
The goal of collecting variant and gene level annotations for SFARI genes and other
genes found to be associated with ASD through genetic association studies was to aid our
collaborators in their prioritization of SFARI category 3 and 4 genes for further experimental
study.
By aggregating and harmonizing data across five variant sources, 2868 rare (<1%) de
novo missense and 2128 rare de novo LoF variant events were found in 690 and 399 genes,
respectively (Table 2.9). We enumerated fewer rare inherited missense (1460 in 354 genes) and
LoF (842 in 387 genes) variant events (Table 2.9). Another large category of variant reports was
rare missense events with “other” inheritance categories, including unknown, mosaic and
multiple inheritance patterns reported for the same variant event (1797 events in 433 genes)
(Table 2.9). ClinVar had the fewest number of variant events associated with ASD, with only an
additional 213 missense events across 29 genes and 88 LoF events across 30 genes (Table 2.9).
However, these numbers of additional ASD missense and LoF variants serve more as an
estimation because it appears that some variants reported in ClinVar have incomplete
information (Table 2.3). Lastly, SFARI had an estimated 1181 variant entries in 367 genes
reported as missense or LoF that could not be mapped with VEP due to various variant reporting
inconsistencies (Table 2.9).
Establishing accurate variant profiles and counts within a gene is essential for identifying
ASD risk genes. Choosing ASD risk genes and variants for further study is a complex task, and
requires the consideration of many factors, including variant class, allele frequency and
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inheritance patterns. Comparing variant profiles of high and low-confidence ASD risk genes
may be able to aid in identifying risk genes and variants for further study.
Table 2.9: Gene and Variant collection statistics
Category

Number of
variant events

Number of
genes

Number rare de novo missense

2868

690

Number of rare inherited
missense

1460

354

Number of rare other missense

1797

433

Number rare de novo LoF

2128

399

Number of rare inherited LoF

842

387

Number of rare other LoF

487

223

Number additional ASD
missense ClinVar

213

29

Number additional ASD LoF
ClinVar

88

30

Number of unmapped
missense/LoF SFARI vars

1181

367
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2.3.2: Gene annotation collection statistics
I annotated genes with multiple generic gene annotations, including measures of
constraint because measuring the deviation of observed variant counts from the expected number
provides insight into how detrimental it would be if a gene was mutated. These scores can act as
proxies for how likely it is for a gene to be involved in any disease. Missense z-scores over 3,
observed/expected LoF (o/e LoF) scores below 0.35 and probability loss of function intolerance
(pLI) scores above 0.9 indicate that a gene is more likely to be depleted of missense or LoF
variation, and can be considered to be under high constraint. We found that the SFARI and
novel high-confidence genes were enriched for genes with high pLI and missense z-scores, and
low o/e LoF scores compared to the rest of the protein coding genes in the genome (Figure 2.2,
Table 2.10). These results suggest that generic measures of disease gene likelihood have some
predictive power for identifying ASD genes and they may be useful for prioritizing the set of
lower confidence ASD risk gene candidates. This is by no means a novel finding, and these
constraint scores have already been used in ASD gene prioritization studies, as discussed later on
and in Chapter 3.
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Figure 2.2: LoF and missense variant constraint score distributions for ASD gene sets.
ASD gene sets are plotted against the background of roughly 19 000 protein coding genes in the
genome (grey). Constraint scores measure deviation of observed variant counts from expected
variant counts. High pLI (>0.9) or low observed/expected LoF (<0.35) score and high missense
z-score (>3), imply a gene is depleted of LoF or missense variation, and is under increased
constraint.
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Table 2.10: Median values of constraint scores for ASD gene sets
Rest of protein
coding genes in
genome
0.0013
0.021
0.91

SFARI high
confidence

Novel high
confidence

Rest of
SFARI genes

gnomAD pLI
0.99*
0.97*
0.32*
ExAC pLI
0.99*
0.97*
0.58*
Observed/expected
0.20*
0.30*
0.45*
LoF score
Missense z score
0.61
2.6*
2.4*
1.4*
* denotes a significant difference (Bonferroni adjusted p-value < 2e-11; Wilcox test) between the
median of the ASD gene set and the background of the rest of the protein coding genes in the
genome.

I also annotated genes with other generic annotations including the number of physical
interaction partners (physical node degree), the number of functions (multifunctionality) and the
number of associated publications. We found that the SFARI and novel high-confidence genes
were enriched for well studied genes with a higher number of physical interaction partners,
functions and publications compared to the background of the rest of the protein coding genes in
the genome (Figure 2.3, Table 2.11). These results highlight a potential bias in the ASD gene
sets toward well studied genes. The utility of constraint and other gene annotation scores for
prioritizing ASD risk gene candidates will be investigated further in the following chapter.
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Figure 2.3: Distribution of number of physical interaction partners, number of functions
and number of publications for ASD gene sets. ASD gene sets against the background of
roughly 19 000 protein coding genes in the genome (grey). Number of physical interaction
partners (physical node degree) and number of publications are plotted in a log+1 transformation.
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Table 2.11: Median values of number of publications, multifunctionality and physical node
degree for gene sets.
Rest of genes in
genome
12

SFARI high
confidence
31*

Novel high
confidence
30*

Rest of
SFARI genes
20*

Number of physical
interaction partners
(physical node
degree)
Number of
0.83
0.94*
0.92
0.93*
functions
(multifunctionality)
Number of
21
52*
40*
45*
publications
* denotes a significant difference (Bonferroni adjusted p value < 4e-3; Wilcox test) between the
median of the ASD gene set and the background of the rest of the protein coding genes in the
genome.
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2.4: Discussion
Currently, 90 genes have been associated with ASD with high confidence, but there are
hundreds more which have been associated with ASD with lower degrees of certainty. We are
part of a collaboration project aimed at identifying more high-confidence ASD genes.
Specifically, the collaboration is focused on studying rare de novo missense variants found in
SFARI category 3 and 4 genes. To aid in our collaborators lab’s prioritization of SFARI genes,
we enumerated missense and LoF variants found in ASD gene candidates, and collected a
multitude of variant and gene level annotations, such as allele frequencies, in silico damaging
predictions, measures of constraint against different classes of variation and gene
multifunctionality.
An important factor in establishing a high confidence genic association with ASD is
recurrence of variant events within the same gene across multiple samples. Given that a large
proportion of ASD risk has been estimated to be from rare de novo and inherited variation,
multiple sequencing studies are often needed to established variant recurrence (Iossifov et al.,
2012; Neale et al., 2012; O’Roak et al., 2012; Sanders et al., 2012). An issue that comes from
using multiple sequencing studies is variant event count inflation caused by reporting the same
variant in the same individual multiple times. As demonstrated by VariCarta , some instances of
sample overlap are easy to deal with, for example, changing – (dash) to _ (underscore), or
removal of .p1 suffix identifiers (Belmadani et al., 2019). However, there are instances where
how to correct for sample overlap is unclear, or where it is not possible due to lack of
information. For example, the recent large-scale genetic association study from the iHart
consortium re-sequenced 119 ASD samples and their biological parents (trios) which were
originally classified as cases (without parents) in the De Rubeis et al. (2014) genetic association
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study (Ruzzo et al., 2019). The iHart sample identification numbers are prefixed with iHart
(eg.iHart1002) whereas the De Rubeis sample identification numbers are unique based on source
of variant from multiple different contributors, making direct comparison impossible (De Rubeis
et al., 2014; Ruzzo et al., 2019). The iHart study and De Rubeis et al. (2014) use TADA models,
which rely on integrating different information to estimate a genes likelihood of being involved
in disease, including per gene counts of variation across multiple samples (He et al., 2013).
Therefore, proper control for cohort overlap and variant reporting format is important to avoid
double counting. The iHart consortium was able to control for double counting the same variant
event in the same sample by obtaining sample cohort overlap from the De Rubeis et al. (2014)
publication (Ruzzo et al., 2019). However, there are other genetic association studies using
TADA models which have instances of double counted variants due to sample misidentification
and lack of variant format harmonization (Du et al., 2019). Additionally, SFARI and ClinVar do
not report sample identification numbers for variants, making it impossible for me to ascertain if
a variant event is reported in the same or different subjects across multiple studies.
Other possible sources of errors in variant event counting are inconsistent variant
reporting and incomplete or incorrect annotation. Variants with unresolved or unknown
inheritance patterns (Table 2.2, 2.4), reported in formats that cannot be annotated with VEP
(Table 2.2), reported with incomplete phenotype information (Table 2.3) or reported in NDDrelated, but non ASD, phenotypes (SFARI) could all cause miscounting of variant events found
in ASD probands. SFARI is not fully ASD specific, meaning that many variants are reported in
other disorders or syndromes which are associated with ASD, or in studies where ASD is not the
primary focus. Having accurate variant counts is essential establishing genic association with
ASD, and for prioritizing ASD candidate genes for further study.
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The utility of constraint scores and other gene level annotations for prioritization will be
investigated in more detail in Chapter 3; however, I will discuss implications for prioritization
briefly here. Due to the current focus in identifying highly penetrant, rare de novo variation
associated with ASD, there has been increasing amount of evidence to suggest that ASD genes
are more likely to be under high evolutionary constraint against LoF variation, and thus, more
likely to be “disease genes” (De Rubeis et al., 2014; Kosmicki et al., 2017; Lek et al., 2016;
Ruzzo et al., 2019; Satterstrom et al., 2019). Our results confirm this because we found that
high-confidence ASD genes are more intolerant to LoF variation compared to the rest of the
protein coding genes in the genome (Figure 2.2, Table 2.10). However, not all genes associated
with ASD have evidence of constraint against LoF variation. From this, we can conclude that
while constraint measures may be useful for prioritizing ASD genes, evidence of constraint
against variation does not imply a particular disease status for a gene (Karczewski et al., 2019;
Ruzzo et al., 2019; Satterstrom et al., 2019). Furthermore, our results demonstrate that highconfidence ASD genes have a higher number of associated publications, functions and
interaction partners compared to the rest of the protein coding genes in the genome (Figure 2.3,
Table 2.11). Superficially, these results do not appear to be worrisome: ASD high-confidence
genes are likely well studied because they are associated with ASD. However, being “well
studied” does not mean that all the functional annotations collected are reliable, and/or specific
to ASD. The implications of bias in gene sets for gene function prediction using guilt by
association will be explored in detail in Chapter 3.
Despite the discussed limitations, particularly of SFARI and ClinVar, the variants we
have collected and annotated here represent the cleanest set of variants found in ASD probands
that we are aware of. While counting variants is an important step, recurrence is not all that is
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needed to establish a risk gene. Currently, researchers are investigating how other genic
features, like constraint against LoF variation, may be used to help characterise and prioritize
ASD risk genes. Comparing ASD risk gene candidates, like lower-confidence ASD risk genes in
SFARI category 3 and 4, to current high-confidence ASD risk genes in terms of their variant
profiles, and other defining characteristics, like high LoF constraint, may help prioritize ASD
risk genes and variants for further study.
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Chapter 3: Evaluation of ASD gene prioritization studies
3.1: Introduction
Genetic association studies identify ASD risk genes by collecting case individuals
affected with ASD and control individuals not affected with ASD, and looking for correlations
between disease status and underlying genetic variation. There are multiple statistical models
used to evaluate the strength of the genetic evidence supporting a gene’s contribution to ASD.
Currently, statistical association approaches for rare variants are still being developed, but some
form of genetic association and/or linkage analysis is the only way that is widely accepted and
proven for identifying disease risk genes (Botstein & Risch, 2003; Dean, 2003; Gilissen,
Hoischen, Brunner, & Veltman, 2012). To date, genetic association studies have identified only
a subset of the estimated 1000 ASD risk genes.
Researchers have suggested that machine learning algorithms which leverage
heterogeneous biological network data can be used to aid in the search for more ASD risk genes.
However, as discussed previously, work in the Pavlidis lab has shown that using gene networks
for gene function prediction based on guilt by association (GBA) is complicated by biasing
factors from the underlying networks, resulting in a lack of real-world utility (Gillis & Pavlidis,
2011a, 2012; Pavlidis & Gillis, 2012). In the following investigation, we aim to assess the
reliability and usability of guilt by association machine learning studies to answer the question:
do they provide additional useful information for ASD gene prioritization? To answer this
question, I collected twelve published ASD gene prioritization studies. Six studies are
considered “gold standard” methods because they are using tests for genetic association, whereas
the other six utilize GBA with heterogeneous network data (Table 3.2). I used a set of current
SFARI high-confidence ASD risk genes and a set of newly discovered (novel) ASD risk genes
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for performance evaluation (Table 3.1). Additionally, I looked at how the prioritization studies
agreed with generic network features, and other generic gene annotations, such as measures of
constraint, because to be considered successful, ASD-specific GBA ML prioritization studies
should out-perform generic methods and be competitive with genetics-based methods.
3.2: Materials and Methods
3.2.1: Gene sets
I assembled two sets of ASD candidate risk genes for use in algorithm evaluation. I
assembled the SFARI high-confidence (SFARI-HC) ASD risk gene set from current (August
2019) high-confidence ASD genes from SFARI categories 1 and 2 (n=90). Many of these genes
were initially identified by the genetic association studies from De Rubies et al. (2014) and
Sanders et al. (2015). Different subsets of these high-confidence genes were used for training of
the GBA machine learning algorithms. We hypothesized that both the genetic association
studies and machine learning studies would perform well when evaluated using genes they had
identified, or had been trained on. Therefore, we considered this evaluation a “sanity check”.
The novel high-confidence (novel-HC) ASD risk gene set I assembled was made up of recently
identified ASD risk gene candidates from three large-scale TADA studies: Ruzzo et al. (2019),
Feliciano et al. (2019) and Satterstrom et al. (2019). These three studies were built based on the
background of the De Rubeis et al. (2014) and Sanders et al. (2015) studies, and given that many
of the SFARI high-confidence genes were identified by the earlier TADA studies, we expect
many of these novel findings will be considered high-confidence SFARI genes in the near future.
Most of the novel significant findings were not used in the training of the GBA machine learning
algorithms. We considered this evaluation a “testing scenario” because the ultimate use case of
the machine learning algorithms is to highly prioritize and predict novel ASD genes.
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3.2.2: ASD gene prioritization studies and generic measures of disease gene likelihood
In this section, I describe the twelve studies that I evaluated in this work. Each study
scored genes based on the author’s assessment of their probability of contributing to ASD risk.
All studies also provided lists of genes they considered to be high-confidence ASD risk gene
candidates based on a thresholding of their rankings. I obtained these scores from the
supplemental tables of the publications. I also evaluated three measures of constraint against
LoF variation because they can be thought of as generic measures of disease gene likelihood.
I mapped gene symbols and Entrez gene identification numbers provided by each study
to NCBI official gene symbols and Entrez gene identification numbers, and kept only proteincoding genes (Sayers et al., 2019). I used the average score when a gene was listed more than
once in a study. I ranked the scores from each study so that 1 was the highest possible score,
indicating higher assessed likelihood of being involved in ASD, and 0 was the lowest possible
score. The probability loss of function scores from ExAC and gnomAD were already in the
proper scale, and I ranked the scores from highest, indicating genes likely to have high constraint
against LoF variation, to lowest. The scale of the observed/expected LoF score is opposite to the
pLI scale and does not range from 0-1. I ranked the o/e LoF score from lowest to highest.
Lastly, for protein-coding genes not assessed in each study, I set the score to be 0, or in the case
of the o/e LoF score, the highest observed value (2).
Studies are organized into four categories based on the approach they used. I gave each
study a short name that I use to refer to them throughout the remainder of the thesis.
Genetic association studies:
De Rubeis (De Rubeis et al., 2014) used WES from approximately 13 000 samples from trios
and case-controls to identify de novo and inherited LoF variants, and de novo likely damaging
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missense variants (Mis3 by PolyPhen2). They used a TADA analysis to identify 33 ASD risk
genes at FDR < 0.1. Samples from the Autism Sequencing Consortium (ASC), from Simons
Simplex Consortium (SSC) (O’Roak et al. (2012), Sanders et al. (2012), and Iossifov et al.
(2012)), and other cohorts were used. Association scores were provided for 18 735 genes.
Sanders (Sanders et al., 2015) used WES from approximately 17 000 samples from trios and
case-controls to identify de novo and inherited LoF variants, de novo likely damaging missense
variants (Mis3 by PolyPhen2), and small de novo deletions. They employed a TADA analysis to
identify 65 ASD risk genes at FDR < 0.1. They sequenced roughly 2500 SSC families in
addition to using SSC samples from Levy et al. (2011), Iossifov et al. (2014) and Dong et al.
(2014), and ASC samples from De Rubeis et al. (2014), and samples from Pinto et al. (2014),
among others. Association scores were provided for 18 665 genes.
iHart (Ruzzo et al., 2019) used WGS from 2308 individuals from 493 multiplex Autism Genetic
Resource Exchange (AGRE) families to identify de novo and inherited LoF variants and de novo
likely damaging missense variants (Mis3 by PolyPhen2). They used their data and the Sanders
data, and the Sanders TADA model to identify 69 ASD risk genes with FDR < 0.1, including 14
novel findings. Association scores were provided for 18 472 genes. 424 samples included in
their analysis were listed as cases in the original ASC TADA analysis from De Rubeis et al.
(2014); 119 samples and their parents were re-sequenced for determination of inheritance
patterns, and subsequent correction for variant counts prior to their TADA analysis (Ruzzo et al.,
2019).
Spark (Feliciano et al., 2019) was the pilot study for the Simons Powering Autism Research for
Knowledge (SPARK) project. They identified inherited and de novo likely damaging missense
mutations (CADD >= 25) in 465 SPARK trios. They combined their de novo variants with de
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novo variants from 4773 other simplex ASD trios from the ASC (De Rubeis et al. (2014)) and
SSC (Iossifov et al. (2104); Krumm et al. (2015)), among other sources, for a TADA analysis.
They identified 67 genes with FDR < 0.1, with 13 novel findings. They provided scores for the
2249 genes found to have additional variation in SPARK families (Feliciano et al., 2019).
Satterstrom (Satterstrom et al., 2019) is the most recent and largest-scale genetic association
study, with well upwards of 20 000 samples. They used samples from the SSC (Iossifov et al.
(2012); Iossifov et al. (2014); O’Roak et al. (2012); Sanders et al. (2012)), the ASC (De Rubeis
et al. (2014) and others), others from the AGRE and many other cohorts around the world. They
used WES to identify de novo and case-control LoF, and de novo missense mutations (predicted
by MPC, the “missense, PolyPhen-2, constraint score”), and employed TADA analysis to
identify 102 ASD risk genes at FDR < 0.1. They considered 31 significant genes to be novel
findings. Association scores were provided for 17 484 genes. Importantly, they changed the
TADA method from the studies above by using the pLI score from ExAC and the MPC score to
estimate the priors for the relative risk of LoF and missense variant classes. At time of this
writing, (November 2019) Satterstrom et al. (2019) is only available as a preprint and has not
been peer-reviewed.
Iossifov (Iossifov et al., 2015) computed a “Likely Gene-Disruptive” (LGD) score based on
recurrence of LGD variants, the difference in frequency of LGD variants between ASD probands
and unaffected siblings (ascertainment differential), and the load of LGD variation in ASD
probands. They used data from WES of 2471 families from the SSC (Iossifov et al. (2014)), and
exome variants from approximately 6000 neurotypicals from the Exome Variant Server (Iossifov
et al., 2015). The theory behind the LGD score is similar to the TADA test and to generic
measures of constraint against LoF and missense variation because they use recurrence of
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variants across multiple samples and models of expected LGD variation in a typical gene to
increase power to find disease genes (He et al., 2013; Iossifov et al., 2015; Lek et al., 2016).
First, they calculated a gene’s “vulnerability score” based on: 1) A likelihood model of expected
LGD variants in a typical gene built from synonymous variation data in the parents of the SSC
and the control neurotypicals; and 2) The proportion of causal ASD genes estimated from the
ascertainment differential for LGD variation between affected probands and unaffected sibling
controls (Iossifov et al., 2015). By combining the “vulnerability score” with the observed load of
LGD variants in proband WES data, they created a heuristic prioritization score for ASD genes
(Iossifov et al., 2015). They provided scores for 23 953 genes (Iossifov et al., 2015). They
compared their gene rankings to a score called Residual Variation Intolerance Score (RVIS),
which is a measure of constraint derived from missense mutations.
I stress that the studies I list above, particularly the studies using TADA analyses, are
among the most important in terms of identifying what are generally considered high-confidence
ASD genes, using methods that human geneticists are generally comfortable with. I include
them in my study primarily to help establish a baseline to which the approaches listed below can
be compared.
GBA machine learning studies
Studies in this class do not use information from ASD genetic association studies, but
they use machine learning algorithms to distinguish ASD from non-ASD risk genes using other
types of non-genetics data.
Princeton (Krishnan et al., 2016) used a support vector machine (SVM) trained on a human
brain-specific functional interaction network built from multiple protein-protein interaction
databases, gene expression datasets, and other regulatory and genetic and chemical perturbation
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data (Greene et al., 2015). Their training labels included 549 positive genes weighted by the
strength of evidence of association with ASD (E1,2,3,4), and a set of 1189 manually curated
non-mental health disease genes. Their feature space was a gene-gene matrix where the cells
represented the probability of a gene-gene interaction calculated from their brain-specific
functional interaction network. Using their gene-gene matrix, and their ASD-positive and ASDnegative training gene sets, they fit a linear SVM with a penalty parameter to control
misclassification of their evidence-weighted labels (i.e. lower misclassifications of E1, highconfidence labels). They ran 5-fold cross-validation 50 times on different subsets of their
evidence-weighted training labels and found that the model with all evidence-weighted labels
had the best performance for separating positive and negative genes. In theory, the SVM fit a
linear plane in the high-dimensional feature space which was able to maximize the separation
between positive and negative training genes. For each candidate gene, the distance between the
candidate gene and discriminant hyperplane (i.e. prediction from computing the linear kernel
function) was converted to a probability using regression; an average probability was taken
across each of the 5 cross-validation folds. Prediction scores were provided for 25 825 genes,
and they identified their top decile of genes as likely ASD risk gene candidates. Their published
evaluation and validation of their ranking system included: 1) Calculating enrichment of genes
with de novo mutations in independent ASD sequencing studies in their top decile (Sanders et al.
(2012), O’Roak et al. (2012), Iossifov et al. (2012), Neale et al. (2012), Iossifov et al. (2014), and
De Rubeis et al. (2014)); 2) Calculating enrichment of experimentally determined targets of
ASD-related proteins and pathways, such as FMRP and MAPK signalling, in their top decile;
and 3) Calculating enrichment of genes found to be associated with intellectual disability,
schizophrenia, and other developmental disorders in their top decile. From their main
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evaluation, they found that their evidence-weighted labels had significantly better performance
during cross validation than other combinations of training labels, and that there was significant
enrichment of genes found to have de novo likely damaging variation in independent ASD
sequencing studies in their top decile of genes. Overall, they concluded that their method was
able to prioritize many new ASD candidate risk genes, and claimed that their top ranked genes
had the potential to speed up ASD gene discovery.
ASD_frn (Duda et al., 2018) used a random forest classifier with a brain-specific functional
interaction network. They built their network from human, rat and mouse gene expression
datasets from non-cancer related brain experiments, multiple protein-protein interaction
databases, and protein docking and phenotype annotations. They utilized 143 ASD genes from
SFARI 1, 1S, 2, 2S and Sanders as positive training labels, and 1176/1189 of the negative nonmental health genes from Princeton. Their feature space was a gene-gene matrix where the cells
represented the probability of a gene-gene interaction based on their brain-specific functional
interaction network. Using their gene-gene matrix, and their ASD-positive and ASD-negative
training gene sets, they trained 5 different machine learning models with 5-fold cross-validation,
and found that their random forest model had the best performance based on the average
AUROC from the 5-folds. Random forests are built from multiple decision trees which segment
the feature matrix into a number of simple regions by recursive binary splitting. In each decision
tree of a random forest, each split in each tree uses a random sample of features, and at each
successive split, the best splitting rule is chosen so that the two new regions are as pure as
possible. In other words, the feature and its threshold which give the best separation between the
positive and negative training data is chosen at each split point in each tree. The leaves at the
bottom of a decision tree are called terminal nodes. Predictions are made for candidate items
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(genes) based on which decision path it follows, and the proportion of positive and negative
training observations in the terminal node. In other words, after allowing a candidate gene to
follow a decision path and entre a terminal node, if the majority of the genes in the terminal node
are positive training genes, the candidate gene will be predicated as a positive. Prediction scores
were provided for 21 114 genes, and they identified their top 2111 genes as likely ASD risk gene
candidates. Their published evaluation and validation of their ranking system included: 1)
Calculating the enrichment of genes with recurrent and non-recurrent de novo LoF mutations in
ASD probands and unaffected siblings from the SSC (Iossifov et al. (2014)) and MSSNG (Yuen
et al. (2017)) in their top decile; and 2) Calculating the enrichment of genes found to be involved
in Alzheimer’s disease, Parkinson’s disease and ataxia. From their evaluation, they found
significant enrichment of genes with de novo LoF mutations in SSC and MSSNG probands in
their top decile, and an absence of significant enrichment for genes involved in other brainrelated disorders. Overall, they concluded that their method predicted genes with evidence of
ASD association and was able to propose numerous novel genes they claimed had a high
likelihood of contributing to ASD.
DAMAGES (Zhang & Shen, 2017) used cell-type specific expression data from 24 mouse
central nervous system cell types from 6 regions, and measures of constraint against LoF and
missense variation from ExAC to try to identify ASD risk genes. First, they created a
DAMAGES (D) score built from gene expression profiles of 145 genes found to have de novo
LGD variants in probands and unaffected siblings from Iossifov et al. (2012), Neale et al. (2012),
O’Roak et al., (2012) and Sanders et al. (2012) using Principal Component Analysis (PCA).
Regression analysis was used to evaluate how each principal component from the PCA analysis
was able to predict a gene’s variation source as proband or sibling control. Next, they used
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logistic regression to combine the D score with measures of constraint against LoF and missense
variation to create an ensemble score (E). Their training labels for their logistic regression
classifier were 36 genes found to have 2 or more de novo LGD mutations in ASD probands, and
156 genes with only 1 or more de novo LGD mutations in sibling controls. Their feature space
consisted of the D score (PCA-based gene expression profiles) and ExAC constraint scores.
They used logistic regression to estimate the effect size of each feature, and then calculated an
ensemble (E) score for each candidate gene predicting its likelihood of being a haploinsufficient
ASD gene. The mouse genes they used to create the D score were mapped to human orthologs
so the constraint scores could be added to create the E score. They identified the top 117 genes
by E score as likely ASD risk gene candidates. I kept E scores for 15 881 genes with single,
unambiguous mappings to human genes. Their published evaluation and validation of their
ranking system included: 1) Calculating enrichment of genes with LGD mutations from
sequencing studies published after 2012 (De Rubeis et al. (2014), Iossifov et al. (2014)), and 438
SFARI genes by category (S,2,3,4,5,6) in the top ranking of the D score; 2) Comparing the D
score and Ensemble score to constraint measures alone, and ranks provided by Princeton by
calculating a modified precision recall statistic. From their evaluations, they found enrichment
of genes found to have de novo likely damaging variation in independent ASD sequencing
studies, and that their method have favourable performance compared to other studies. Overall,
they concluded that their gene expression signatures reflected haploinsufficiency in ASD, and
claimed that it was able to predict whether or not likely damaging variants confer increased risk
to ASD.
RF_Lin (Lin, Rajadhyaksha, Potash, & Han, 2018) employed a random forest classifier using
gene-level constraint measures from ExAC and a weighted network built from BrainSpan and
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InWeb protein-protein interaction data as features (T. Li et al., 2017; Miller et al., 2014). Their
training labels are the same employed in the ASD_frn method above. See ASD_frn for
description of random forests. In theory, their random forest was able to split the feature space
(constraint, weighted network information) into regions which could separate their positive
training genes from the negative training genes, and thereby predict which candidate genes were
the most similar to positive training genes. Prediction scores were provided for 17 099 genes,
and they identified their top 2111 genes as likely ASD risk gene candidates. They did not
provide scores for their training labels. Their published evaluation and validation of their
ranking system included: 1) Calculating enrichment of genes found to have de novo LoF or
missense mutations from 2517 SSC families (Iossifov et al. (2014)) and MSSNG (Yuen et al.
(2017)) in their top decile; 2) Comparing their ranking system to ExAC pLI, Iossifov, Sanders,
Princeton and DAMAGES by calculating decile enrichment of 130 SFARI category 3 genes, and
43 genes with recurrent de novo LoF mutations identified in Stessman et al. (2017), Wang et al.,
(2016), Yuen et al., (2017), and Li et al., (2017); and 3) Comparing their ranking system to
ExAC pLI, Iossifov, Sanders, Princeton and DAMAGES by calculating the AUROC with their
labelled and unlabelled data, with the 130 SFARI category 3 genes, and with the 43 genes with
recurrent de novo LoF mutations. From their evaluations, they found significant enrichment of
genes with de novo LoFs in SSC and MSSNG probands, and that their method showed higher
enrichment of 173 candidate ASD genes in their top decile compared to other methods. Overall,
they concluded that their method demonstrated that spatiotemporal gene expression and
constraint metrics predicted ASD risk genes, and claimed that their method provided many new
candidate genes with strong evidence of contributing to ASD.
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Genetics-GBA machine learning studies
The studies in this section used a combination of ASD-specific features and other
features to build their models. The ASD-specific features come from genetic association data in
the studies described above. Information from the two classes of features are integrated prior to
training a machine learning algorithm to distinguish ASD from non-ASD risk genes, using highconfidence ASD genes from genetic association studies as their positive training set.
DAWN (L. Liu et al., 2014) targeted their search to genes found to be expressed in the
prefrontal and motor-somatosensory (PFC-MSC) neocortex during the 10-24 weeks postconception phase based on previous findings from Willsey et al.(2013). Willsey et al., (2013)
found that the PFC-MSC from 10-24 weeks post-conception was a potential nexus for risk based
on coalescence of gene expression during that time. They built a co-expression network from
BrainSpan data of the selected regions and time points using Weighted Gene Co-expression
Network Analysis (WGCNA) and overlaid genetic association statistics from a TADA model to
identify ASD risk gene candidates (Langfelder & Horvath, 2008; L. Liu et al., 2014). The
TADA scores utilized were calculated from rare de novo likely damaging variants, rare
transmitted likely damaging variants and case-control likely damaging variants from multiple
sources, including Iossifov et al. (2012), Neale et al. (2012), O’Roak et al. (2012), Sanders et al.
(2012), and the ARRA Autism Sequencing Consortium, among others. They used unsupervised
model-based clustering and a hidden Markov random field to model the correlation of genetic
association scores across the co-expression network to identify co-expressed nodes with high
genetic evidence of association with ASD (“network ASD genes”). Next, they used a false
discovery rate procedure to determine which of the “network ASD genes” were most likely to
contribute to ASD (“risk ASD genes”, rASD genes). They provided prediction scores for the 10
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233 genes in the network which had exome data. They identified their top 127 genes (FDR <
0.05) to be likely ASD risk gene candidates. Their published evaluation and validation of their
ranking system included: 1) Two permutation dilution experiments were conducted whereby the
signal from genetic association or co-expression data was diluted to determine the sensitivity of
the rASD gene list to either signal; and 2) Calculation of enrichment of de novo LoF mutations
identified in a targeted sequencing study of 44 ASD candidate genes in 2448 ASD trios in their
127 rASD genes. From their evaluation experiments, they found that DAWN was sensitive to
both the TADA signal and the co-expression signal, and that DAWN was able to identify genes
found to have more de novo LoF variants in ASD probands. Overall, they concluded that there
was a high likelihood that DAWN had identified true ASD risk genes.
forecASD (Brueggeman, Koomar, & Michaelson, 2018) is a stacked random forest ensemble
classifier. They built the first layer from BrainSpan spatiotemporal gene expression data (Miller
et al., 2014) and a protein-protein interaction matrix built from STRING (Szklarczyk et al.,
2019). The second layer was built from the scores from layer 1, and scores from other studies,
all of which are included in my study (Princeton, DAWN, DAMAGES, De Rubeis and Sanders).
Their training data included 76 SFARI high-confidence ASD genes, and 1000 random nonSFARI genes (Brueggeman et al., 2018). See ASD_frn for description of random forests. In
theory, each random forest layer they built was able to split the feature space (BrainSpan,
STRING, genome-wide ASD prediction sores) into regions which could separate their positive
from their negative training genes, allowing for candidate gene predictions to be made based on
shared/similar associations to the positive training genes in the feature space. Prediction scores
were provided for 17 957 genes, and they identified their top 1787 as likely ASD risk gene
candidates. Their published evaluation and validation of their ranking system included: 1)
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Calculating enrichment of genes with de novo likely disrupting mutations in MSSNG (Yuen et
al., (2017)) and Spark (unpublished at time of forecASD development) probands, SFARI 3, 4, 5
and syndromic genes, and gene targets of CHD8 and FMRP in their top decile of ranks; 2)
Calculating the AUROC for their score, and scores from Princeton, DAMAGES and Sanders
SFARI category 1 and 2 genes, and SFARI category 3 genes; 3) Calculating enrichment of genes
with de novo likely disrupting mutations in MSSNG (Yuen et al. (2017)) and Spark (unpublished
at time of forecASD development) probands in the top decile of the scores from Princeton,
DAMAGES and Sanders for comparison; and 4) Fitting logistic regression models to assess how
much forecASD is adding to genetic TADA signals. From their evaluations, they found their
method was better able to classify SFARI 1 and 2 genes and SFARI 3 genes, and they showed
greater enrichment in their top decile for genes found to have recurrent de novo likely damaging
variants in Spark and MSSNG probands compared to other studies. Further, they concluded that
forecASD was able to provide biological context to TADA genetic signals important for
prioritization. Overall, they concluded that their method was able to generalize to new data and
claimed that they had created a valuable framework for combing both genetics and non-genetics
data to prioritize ASD risk gene candidates which will be useful for when ASD gene discovery
by genetic association slows.
See Table 3.2 for details.
Generic measures of disease gene likelihood
The scores in this section were developed without any disease specificity, and measure
the depletion of LoF variation within a gene. Therefore, these scores act as generic proxies for
the likelihood of a gene to be involved in any disease. I downloaded these scores from the
gnomADv.2.1.1 database on 2019-07-18 (Karczewski et al., 2019).
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exac_pLI measures the probability of a gene to be extremely intolerant of LoF variation. It’s
scale is ranges from 0-1, with genes over 0.9 representing those extremely intolerant to LoF
variation and under higher constraint. The ExAC browser is no longer available, and has been
updated with the gnomAD browser. The ExAC score incorporates roughly 60 000 exomes.
gnomAD_pLI also measures the probability of a gene to be extremely intolerant of LoF
variation. It’s scale is ranges from 0-1, with genes over 0.9 representing those extremely
intolerant to LoF variation and under higher constraint. The gnomAD score incorporates roughly
120 000 exomes.
o/e_lof measures the deviation of the number of observed LoF variants within a gene to the
expected number. This score differs from the above two because its scale is reversed, with
scores below 0.35 indicating extreme depletion of LoF variation and higher constraint. This
measure is recommended for identifying genes likely to be depleted of LoF variation because it
is more interpretable than the pLI (i.e. a score of 0.4 indicates that 40% of the expected LoF
variants within a gene have been observed), and gives a better representation across the spectrum
of selection. Unlike the pLI, the o/e LoF score comes with a confidence interval because it does
not consider uncertainty around variant counts due to sample size and/or too many observed LoF
variants.
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Table 3.1: Gene sets used for evaluation
ASD Gene set

Description

SFARI highconfidence ASD
genes (SFARIHC)

90 genes in SFARI are in category 1, 2, 1S or 2S. These genes are
considered high-confidence ASD genes (August 2019). The S denotes
the gene has been associated with a syndromic form of ASD, but the
numerical designation indicates enough evidence to be highly
associated with sporadic ASD.

Novel highconfidence ASD
genes (novel-HC)

Three recent large-scale genetic association studies employing TADA
analyses (Feliciano et al., 2019; Ruzzo et al., 2019; Satterstrom et al.,
2019) identified 58 novel high-confidence ASD risk gene candidates
which are currently in SFARI categories 1, 2, 1S or 2S..

Table 3.2: Genetic association and GBA-based ML ASD gene prioritization studies.
Paper

Genetics

De Rubeis (De
Rubeis et al.,
2014)

GBA

Method

Description

✓

TADA

WES from approximately 13 000
samples. Analysed de novo and
inherited LoF variants and de novo
likely damaging missense variants
(Mis3 by PolyPhen2). Found 33
genes significantly associated with
ASD (FDR < 0.1).

Sanders
(Sanders et al.,
2015)

✓

TADA

WES from approximately 17 000
samples. Analyzed de novo and
inherited LoF variants , de novo likely
damaging missense variants (Mis3 by
PolyPhen2), and small de novo
deletions. Found 65 genes
significantly associated with ASD
(FDR < 0.1).

iHart (Ruzzo et
al., 2019)

✓

TADA

WGS from 2308 multiplex AGRE
families. Analysed de novo and
inherited LoF variants and de novo
likely damaging missense variants ;
combined with analysis from Sanders.
Found 14 novel significant
associations with ASD (FDR < 0.1).
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Spark
(Feliciano et al.,
2019)

✓

TADA

WES from 436 ASD trios. Analysed
de novo and inherited LoF and de
novo likely damaging missense
variants; combined with analysis with
~4000 other published ASD trios.
Found 13 novel significant
associations with ASD (FDR < 0.1).

Satterstrom
(Satterstrom et
al., 2019)

✓

TADA

WES from upwards of 20 000
samples. Analysed de novo and casecontrol LoF, and de novo missense
(predicted by MPC, the “missense
badness score”) variants; cohort used
includes samples from De Rubeis and
Sanders. Found 31 novel significant
associations with ASD (FDR < 0.1)

Iossifov
(Iossifov et al.,
2015)

✓

Likely
gene
disruptive
score

Computed a likely gene-disruptive
score based on the load of disruptive
(LoF) mutations and gene
vulnerability using WES from the
approximately 2000 SSC families and
approximately 6000 neurotypicals
from Exome Variant Server database.

Princeton
(Krishnan et al.,
2016)

✓

Evidenceweighted
SVM
classifier

An evidence-weighted support vector
machine built on a functional
interaction network of human gene
expression, protein-protein interaction
data, regulatory and genetic and
chemical perturbation data. Trained
on 594 evidence weighted ASD genes,
and 1189 non-mental health associated
genes.

ASD_frn (Duda
et al., 2018)

✓

Evidenceweighted
random
forest
classifier

An evidence-weighted random forest
built on a functional interaction
network of human, mouse and rat
brain gene expression, protein-protein
interaction data, protein docking and
phenotype annotations. Trained on
143 high-confidence ASD genes from
SFARI and Sanders, and 1176/1189 of
the Princeton negative genes.

DAMAGES
(Zhang & Shen,
2017)

✓

Logistic
Used a combination of regularized and
regression logistic regression with geneclassifier expression profiles built from 24
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mouse CNS cell types in 6 regions and
constraint measures from ExAC.
Training genes included
approximately 200 genes found to
have de novo LGDs in ASD probands
and sibling controls across multiple
sequencing studies.
RF_Lin(Lin et
al., 2018)

✓

Random
forest
classifier

A random forest classifier using a
weighted network of BrainSpan gene
co-expression and PPI evidence from
InWeb, as well as other network
features, and measures of constraint
against different classes of variation.
Training labels used from ASD_frn.

DAWN(L. Liu
et al., 2014)

✓

✓

Cluster
analysis
with coexpression
and TADA

Used WGCNA to build a coexpression network from prefrontal
and motor-somatosensory neocortex
during the 10-24 weeks postconception BrainSpan data, and
overlaid association statistics from a
TADA analysis from approximately
3000 ASD families.

forecASD(Brue
ggeman et al.,
2018)

✓

✓

Ensemble
stacked
random
forest
classifier

A stacked random forest ensemble
method utilizing BrainSpan data,
STRING protein-protein interaction
data, and genome-wide results from
Princeton, DAWN, DAMAGES,
Sanders and De Rubies. Trained on
76 SFARI high confidence genes and
1000 non-SFARI genes.
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3.2.3: Evaluation
Recovery and Prioritization of ASD gene sets:
I evaluated how well the ranked scores were able to recover and prioritize the SFARI
high confidence and novel high-confidence ASD gene sets described above using receiver
operator (ROC) curves and precision-recall (PR) curves. When evaluating the ability of the
scores to rank the novel high-confidence ASD gene set, I removed the SFARI high-confidence
ASD genes and other ASD genes used in the training of the ML algorithms. This was done to
ensure that the algorithms were not penalized for performance on ASD genes. I plotted ROC
curves as true positive rate (TP/(TP+FN)) vs. false positive rate (FP/(FP+TN)), and PR curves as
precision (TP/(TP+FP)) vs. recall (TP/(TP+TN)), respectively. The top ranks provided by the
studies are their predictions as to the most likely ASD risk candidates. Therefore, the PR curves
are the preferred evaluation metric because they are more sensitive to classification errors in the
top ranks.
ROC and PR curves plot true positive rate vs. false positive rate, and precision vs. recall
at every score threshold. For example, at a score threshold of 0.85, all genes at and above that
score threshold are predicted as a positive, and every gene below is predicted as a negative.
Next, the number of true positive predictions and false positive predictions are enumerated, and
the TPR, FPR, and precision can be calculated.
Summary statistics and 95% confidence intervals:
I calculated area under the ROC (AUROC) using the “auc” function with the “trapezoid”
method from the DescTools R package(al. ASem, 2019). I calculated precision at 20% recall
(P20R) of total genes in the ASD gene sets, and precision at 43% recall (P43R) of total genes in
the ASD gene sets. Precision at 20% recall was selected as a ‘midrange’ for display purposes,
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and is a commonly reported point statistics among ML studies (Peña-Castillo et al., 2008).
While we could have calculated the area under the precision recall curve, we are most interested
in the rate of false positive predictions in top ranks provided by each study. Many genes have an
ExAC and a gnomAD pLI score of 1.0. Over 20% of the high-confidence ASD genes have a pLI
score of 1.0, meaning that we are, therefore, not measuring the precision at 20% recall. We
measured the precision at 43% recall as well to have a consistent comparison for precision-recall
across all studies. I used 2500 bootstrapped samples to calculate 95% confidence intervals for
AUROC and P20R statistics. The sampling I did was stratified, and done with replacement.
This means that I sampled from the ASD gene sets and the rest of the scored protein coding
separately in each of the 2500 iterations to ensure balanced coverage, and that the same gene
could be sampled more than once in each iteration. Therefore, in each bootstrapped sample, I
kept only unique genes for evaluation. Studies whose performance measures confidence
intervals did not overlap were considered significantly different from each other.
Correlation:
I measured the correlation between the ranked scores provided by each study, and other
metrics using the Spearman Correlation Coefficient, and their pairwise complete observations.
Other metrics measured include multifunctionality rank, node degree of the BioGrid (Oughtred
et al., 2019) protein-protein interaction network, number of publications, SFARI numeric gene
score, and measures of constraint against LoF and missense variation.
Overlap:
Each method provided a cut off for their set of likely ASD genes, and I calculated the
overlap in their top gene sets as their shared number of genes.
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3.2.4: forecASD performance broken down by feature sets
I obtained code for the forecASD classifier from https://github.com/LeoBman/forecASD,
and re-ran it locally. A different version of randomForest was implemented in my analysis
(version 4.6-14) compared to the version used in the original research (version 4.6-12)
(Brueggeman et al., 2018; Liaw & Wiener, 2002). I refit the final ensemble model
(03_ensemble_model.R) with different sets of the input features used in final ensemble model:
the noClassifiers (noClass) model removed features from other classifiers; the noClassifiersPPI
(noClassPPI) model eliminated the other classifiers, and the STRING score; noClassifiersPPIBS
(noClassPPIBS) model eliminated the other classifiers, the STRING score, and the BrainSpan
score; the PPIOnly model only used the STRING score; and the BrainSpanOnly model only used
the BrainSpan score. Feature importance was measured by mean decrease in accuracy and mean
decrease in Gini node impurity. Mean decrease in accuracy is measured by randomly permuting
each feature, and measuring the out-of-bag (CV) accuracy of the resulting trees. Mean decrease
in Gini measures how well the features can split the data from mixed labelled nodes into pure
single class nodes. They did not provide code for their feature importance plots; I used
“varImpPlot” from the randomForest package to plot feature importance (Brueggeman et al.,
2018; Liaw & Wiener, 2002). When rerunning their provided code, I found that two columns in
their meta data had been improperly labelled, D (DAMAGES) and D_ens (DAMAGES
ensemble), necessitating re-labelling for plotting of feature importance. Lastly, I evaluated each
adapted model using the two ASD gene sets and with the same metrics described above.
Code and data availability:
Code and raw data pulled from the supplemental tables of the studies used in this analysis
are currently available on request.
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3.3: Results
3.3.1: Systems–based GBA ML methods do not prioritize novel high-confidence ASD genes well
compared to other disease gene prioritization methods
The most meaningful test we performed was investigating how well the GBA ML studies
prioritized novel high-confidence ASD genes which were not used during method development,
and comparing their performance to genetics-based approaches and generic approaches for
disease gene prioritization. We began this investigation with some clear expectations for how
certain methods would perform. In order to be considered a successful method, an ASD-specific
GBA ML study should have comparable performance to the genetic association studies alone.
Further, given that we confirmed that high-confidence ASD genes are enriched for genes under
higher constraint against LoF variation in Chapter 2, we expected that ASD-specific GBA ML
studies would outperform generic measures of disease gene likelihood i.e. the generic measures
of disease gene likelihood would perform with lower precision compared to ASD-specific
approaches. Lastly, the more recent genetic association studies (iHart and Spark, and
Satterstrom) are built on the De Rubeis and Sanders studies in that they are using overlapping
samples, and similar model parameters and variant classes in their TADA analyses. Therefore,
we expected that the De Rubeis and Sanders studies would rank the novel-HC ASD genes at
lower or borderline significant levels. We also hypothesized that the iHart and Satterstrom
studies would show higher rankings of each other’s hits.
The key question here is whether the machine learning algorithms highly prioritized the
novel-HC genes. If they perform well, then we might conclude that they are competitive with
genetics-based approaches. If they perform poorly, given that in the field of genetic diseases, the
only accepted way to identify disease genes is through genetic association studies, then we might
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conclude that these methods have little real-life use for their intended purpose (Botstein & Risch,
2003; Dean, 2003; Gilissen et al., 2012).
Our main finding was that the systems-based GBA ML studies had comparable
performance to the generic measures of disease gene likelihood, as is best depicted by their
overlapping 95% confidence intervals for precision at 20% recall (i.e. P20RASD_frn = 0.93-4.92%;
P20Rexac_pLI = 0.81-2.33%) (Figure 3.1D, Figure 3.2D, Table 3.3). While the studies had high
AUROC statistics with overlapping 95% confidence intervals, these metrics are misleading
because they are not sensitive to false positive predictions in top rankings, which are most
relevant for prioritization studies (Figure 3.1B, Figure 3.2B, Table 3.3). This key finding
suggests limited utility of GBA ML studies for ASD gene prioritization: use of a simple nonASD specific measure of LoF constraint has comparable performance to complex ML
approaches using complex networks with unknown reliability. Furthermore, we also found that
the best performing GBA ML method was the genetics-GBA method forecASD
(P20RforecASD=5.04-11.11%), which had similar levels of performance to the genetic association
studies developed before iHart, Spark and Satterstrom studies (i.e. P20RSanders=3.37-8.62%)
(Figure 3.1D, Figure 3.3D, Table 3.3). The other genetics-GBA method, DAWN, has similar
performance to systems-based GBA ML studies likely because they only provide predictions
scores for roughly 10 000 genes in the genome (Figure 3.1, Table 3.3). Lastly, we found that the
Satterstrom and iHart studies are not performing at 100% precision at 20% recall (i.e.
P20RiHart=4.06-60.98%) (Figure 3.3D, Table 3.3). This suggests that the two recent TADA
studies do not agree on what genes are significantly associated with ASD. Additionally, the
previous TADA studies have some performance, which would suggest that they were able to
identify some of the novel genes at marginal levels of significance, and with the accumulation of
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more data, these genes became significant in the newer studies (i.e. P20RSanders=3.37-8.62%)
(Figure 3.3D, Table 3.3). Overall, these findings indicate limited utility of systems-based GBA
ML studies for ASD gene prioritization, and that the TADA studies are not equivalent in their
findings. Non- equivalence in TADA studies is further highlighted when investigating recovery
of the novel high-confidence ASD genes as separate sets (See Appendix B.2,3,4,5 for details).

Figure 3.1: AUROC and PR statistics for GBA ML studies performance on novel-HC ASD
genes. GBA ML studies have poor performance relative to genetics-GBA studies with lower
AUROC (A) and low precision at 20% recall (C) in testing scenario with novel ASD genes
(n=58). ML methods incorporating genetics information, particularly forecASD, have better
relative performance. 95% confidence intervals were created from 2500 stratified bootstrap
samples (B,D). TPR, True Positive Rate; FPR, False Positive Rate; AUROC, Area Under the
Receiver Operator Curve; P20R, Precision at 20% Recall.
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Figure 3.2: AUROC and PR statistics for generic LoF constraint measures performance on
novel-HC ASD genes. LoF constraint measures have comparable performance to above systems
methods with high AUROC (A) but low precision at 20% recall (C) in testing scenario with
novel ASD genes (n=58). 95% confidence intervals were created from 2500 stratified bootstrap
samples (B,D). TPR, True Positive Rate; FPR, False Positive Rate; AUC, Area Under the
Receiver Operator Curve; P20R, Precision at 20% Recall.
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Figure 3.3: AUROC and PR statistics for genetics-based prioritization studies performance
on novel-HC ASD genes. Genetic associations studies show a decline in performance with
lower AUROC (A) and precision at 20% recall (C) in the testing scenario with novel ASD genes
(n=58). Previous TADA studies have moderate performance on the novel gene set, suggesting
that some genes which were found to have borderline association with ASD previously, are now
ranked highly in newer TADA studies. 95% confidence intervals were created from 2500
stratified bootstrap samples (B,D). TPR, True Positive Rate; FPR, False Positive Rate; AUROC,
Area Under the Receiver Operator Curve; P20R, Precision at 20% Recall.
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Table 3.3: AUROC, Precision at 20% Recall and Precision at 43% recall performance
statistics on novel ASD genes (* denote ties at recall of 20 or 43% of gene set)
Paper

AUROC AUROC_CI P20R PR20_CI

P43R PR43_CI

Princeton

0.68

0.61, 0.75

0.93

0.64, 1.02

0.92

0.59, 1.28

ASD_frn

0.75

0.7, 0.81

1.94

0.93, 4.92

1.03

0.73, 1.78

DAMAGES

0.81

0.76, 0.86

1.35

1.03, 2.07

1.58

0.93, 2.14

RF_Lin

0.78

0.73, 0.84

2.57

1.15, 3.93

1.76

1.28, 2.3

forecASD

0.89

0.85, 0.94

7.97

5.04, 11.11

6.14

3.82, 9.9

DAWN

0.59

0.54, 0.64

0.77

0.44, 1.4

0.62*

0.44, 0.82

exac_pLI

0.78

0.73, 0.83

1.32

0.81, 2.33

1.28

0.92, 1.67

gnomad_pLI

0.76

0.72, 0.82

1.33

0.85, 2.45

1.30

0.92, 1.7

oe_lof_upper

0.80

0.75, 0.85

1.38

0.8, 2.37

1.24

0.95, 1.62

DeRubeis

0.73

0.66, 0.79

4.55

1.95, 6.3

2.16

1.63, 3.69

Sanders

0.77

0.71, 0.84

6.47

3.37, 8.62

2.66

1.79, 5.1

iHart

0.78

0.71, 0.84

47.08

4.06, 60.98

3.02

1.64, 6.8

Satterstrom

0.86

0.81, 0.92

36.36

29.17, 58.08

45.88

37.42, 56.62

Iossifov

0.78

0.73, 0.84

2.59

1.53, 4.61

2.45

1.54, 3.24

3.3.2: Systems–based GBA ML studies do not perform well on SFARI high-confidence ASD
genes
We also analyzed how well the GBA ML studies recovered SFARI high-confidence
genes, many of which were used in the training of the ML algorithms, and comparted the results
to other methods for disease gene prioritization The genes in the SFARI-HC set were discovered
by different genetic association studies, many of which were first identified by the De Rubeis
and Sanders studies (See Appendix B.1 for gene lists). Given the relationship between all the
TADA studies, we expect the original and newer genetic association studies to highly prioritize
SFARI high-confidence genes. The systems-based GBA ML studies used different subsets of
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SFARI high-confidence genes, and other ASD associated genes, during training. Therefore, we
would expect that these studies should highly prioritize SFARI-HC genes. Here, this is not a
pure test of training performance because not all SFARI-HC genes were used during the training
step. However, because the methods were developed at different times using different training
gene sets, we opted for a consistent evaluation gene set. Lastly, based on findings from Chapter
2 and the previous section, we hypothesized that the generic measures of disease gene likelihood
would have similar performance to the GBA ML studies on the SFARI-HC genes.
Our findings from this set of analyses parallel what we found for the novel-HC gene set.
Mainly, we found that the GBA ML studies have comparable performance to the generic
measures of disease gene likelihood with overlapping 95% confidence intervals for precision at
20% recall (i.e. P20RASD_frn = 3.87-9.38%; P20Rexac_pLI = 5.26-8.93%) (Figure 3.4D, Figure 3.5D,
Table 3.4). RF_Lin did not provide predictions for their training genes, which partially explains
its poorer performance relative to other studies (AUROCRF_Lin=0.32-0.47; P20RRF_Lin=0.93.41%) (Figure 3.5B,D, Table 3.4). Again we found that the genetics-GBA method forecASD
had the best performance of the GBA ML studies with similar performance to genetic association
studies (i.e. P20RforecASD = 75.95-100%; P20RSanders=91.67-100%; P20RSatterstrom=68.75-100%)
(Figure 3.4D, Figure 3.6D, Table 3.4). Again, these results show that systems-based GBA ML
studies are providing little ASD-specific information above that provided by the generic
measures of constraint against LoF variation. Overall, these findings highlight the limited utility
of the systems-based GBA ML studies for prioritizing ASD risk genes.
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Figure 3.4: AUROC and PR statistics for GBA ML studies performance on SFARI-HC
ASD genes. Systems-based GBA ML studies have high AUROC (A) and but low precision at
20% recall (C) in training scenario with SFARI high confidence genes (n=90). RF_Lin* does
not provide estimates for training genes; DAWN~ does not provide estimates for all genes in
genome; forecASD# has ties at the top of their rankings. 95% confidence intervals were created
from 2500 stratified bootstrap samples (B,D). TPR, True Positive Rate; FPR, False Positive
Rate; AUROC, Area Under the Receiver Operator Curve; P20R, Precision at 20% Recall.
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Figure 3.5: AUROC and PR statistics for LoF constraint scores performance on SFARIHC genes. Generic LoF constraint measures have comparable performance to systems-based
GBA methods with high AUROC (A) but low precision at 20% recall (C) in training scenario
with SFARI high confidence genes (n=90). 95% confidence intervals were created from 2500
stratified bootstrap samples (B,D). TPR, True Positive Rate; FPR, False Positive Rate; AUC,
Area Under the Receiver Operator Curve; P20R, Precision at 20% Recall.
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Figure 3.6: AUROC and PR statistics for genetics-based prioritization studies performance
on SFARI-HC ASD genes. Genetics methods preform have high AUROC (A) and precision at
20% recall (C) in control experiment with SFARI high confidence genes (n=90). 95%
confidence intervals were created from 2500 stratified bootstrap samples (B,D). TPR, True
Positive Rate; FPR, False Positive Rate; AUC, Area Under the Receiver Operator Curve; P20R,
Precision at 20% Recall.
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Table 3.4: AUROC, Precision at 20% Recall and Precision at 43% recall performance
statistics on SFARI-HC ASD genes (* denote ties at recall of 20 or 43% of gene set)
Paper

AUROC

AUROC_CI P20R

PR20_CI

P43R

PR43_CI

Princeton

0.85

0.83, 0.88

7.52*

3.04, 9.38

2.44

1.87, 3.39

ASD_frn

0.89

0.86, 0.91

5.77

3.78, 9.38

3.78

2.64, 5.48

DAMAGES

0.86

0.83, 0.89

4.93

3.08, 6.58

3.61

2.86, 4.48

RF_Lin

0.40

0.32, 0.47

2.71

0.9, 3.41

0.26*

0.2, 0.55

forecASD

0.96

0.94, 0.98

94.74

75.95, 100

47.27

38.96, 77.99

DAWN

0.68

0.64, 0.73

25.74

2.15, 40.11

1.77

1.14, 2.47

exac_pLI

0.88

0.84, 0.91

7.29*

5.26, 8.93

6.11

4.49, 7.94

gnomad_pLI

0.85

0.82, 0.89

6.62*

4.97, 7.75

6.62*

4.31, 7.75

oe_lof_upper

0.90

0.88, 0.92

10.34

6.08, 19.3

4.85*

3.42, 8.23

DeRubeis

0.78

0.73, 0.84

90.00

62.06, 100

20.27

13.4, 43.11

Sanders

0.84

0.8, 0.9

100.00

91.67, 100

71.63

49.64, 92.59

iHart

0.85

0.8, 0.9

100.00

84.62, 100

62.91

47.92, 85.71

Satterstrom

0.81

0.76, 0.86

90.15

68.75, 100

35.29

17.98, 65.82

Iossifov

0.89

0.85, 0.93

57.97

36.66, 75

34.37

24.62, 46.71
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3.3.3: Lack of agreement between systems and genetics-based methods
As previously discussed, GBA postulates that genes with shared associations are more
likely to have shared functions or be involved in the same diseases. However, GBA often
ascribes new functions to genes that are well characterized because they are highly studied, and
have a high number of associated annotations, rather than learning additional information (Gillis
& Pavlidis, 2011a; Pavlidis & Gillis, 2012). In other words, based on previous work, we expect
that the GBA methods would tend to rank generically “disease-related” genes highly because
they are well-studied. And because this ranking is not ASD-specific and biased towards wellstudied genes, they cannot readily identify novel and specific relationships. On the other hand,
methods that do not recapitulate these generic rankings may perform badly because the main
source of apparent performance of GBA methods is their ability to prioritize well-studied genes
(“multifunctionality bias” as per Gillis and Pavlidis).
To examine these questions, I compared the genetic association and GBA ML scores to
generic network features and generic gene annotations (Figure 3.7). My results show that some
of the GBA ML studies are indeed strongly biased. For example, the genetics-GBA study,
forecASD, has moderate agreement with physical node degree (RS =0.26) and number of
publications (RS=0.25), as do DAMAGES and RF_Lin. In the work of Gillis and Pavlidis,
correlations of this magnitude were sufficient to explain much predictive performance. Yet,
Princeton and ASD_frn did not appear to show bias (i.e. RS:ASD_frn,pnd=0.12, RS:ASD_frn,numPubs=0.09). In comparison, the TADA analyses show no agreement with these generic features (i.e.
RS:iHart,pnd=-0.04, RS:iHart,numPubs=-0.05). These findings offer an explanation for the poor
performance of the systems-based GBA ML studies. Studies which are not biased towards well
studied genes may be performing poorly because there is no bias to drive GBA performance
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(Gillis & Pavlidis, 2011a; Pavlidis & Gillis, 2012). On the other hand, studies which are biased
towards well studied genes may be performing poorly because GBA is assigning new functions
to highly connected genes in the network, and not learning ASD-specific information (Gillis &
Pavlidis, 2011a; Pavlidis & Gillis, 2012).
High agreement between generic measures of constraint and systems-based GBA ML
studies further suggest that their predictions are generic, and not overly specific to ASD (Figure
3.7). Furthermore, the lack of agreement between Satterstrom and the other TADA analyses
further highlights the non-equivalence between the genetic association studies and the need for
TADA model validation (Figure 3.7). The genetic association studies showing agreement with
constraint scores are Satterstrom and Iossifov. Satterstrom directly incorporates pLI into its
TADA model, however, it displays a negative correlation (RS=-0.32). Due to the Bayesiannature of TADA collapsing multiple pieces of information to derive the per-gene association
scores, the direct effects of pLI on the score are likely complex, and non-linear, meaning that a
Spearman correlation may not adequately capture the relationship (Satterstrom et al., 2019). The
Iossifov score is the most similar to pLI in its construction: both scores attempt to quantity the
deviation of the observed number of LoF variants from an expectation of LoF variation derived
from complex models incorporating rates synonymous variation, among many other factors
(Iossifov et al., 2015; Karczewski et al., 2019; Lek et al., 2016). The Iossifov score is ASDspecific because they incorporate an estimate of the number of causal ASD genes, and measure
the deviation of LoF variants observed in ASD probands from their calculated expectation
whereas the LoF constraint scores were developed without any disease specificity (Iossifov et al.,
2015). Lastly, moderate agreement between the SFARI gene score and generic measures of
constraint and generic network features parallel findings from Chapter 2, further demonstrating
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that high-confidence ASD genes have a relationship with constraint scores, and that they are
likely well studied genes (Figure 2.2, 2.3, Table 2.9, 2.10; Figure 3.7).

Figure 3.7: Spearman correlation heatmap for ASD prioritization and generic gene scores.
Notable patterns include lack of correlation between genetic association methods, ML methods
and other network features such as node degree and publication number; increased correlation
between select ML methods and other network features; negative correlation between
Satterstrom score and pLI despite its incorporation in the statistical framework.
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3.3.4: Overlap in the subset of genes identified as likely ASD risk genes by each study
I next examined whether the low correlation among prioritization methods might still
reflect commonality among the top-ranked genes (Table 3.5). For example, while forecASD and
Princeton share 831 genes in their top rankings, forecASD is able to recover 82/90 SFARI high
confidence genes from a potential 1803 compared to the 52/90 recovered from a potential 2467
by Princeton (Table 3.5, red highlights). Likewise, Princeton and ExAC pLI share 1045 genes in
their top rankings, but ExAC pLI captures 75/90 from a potential 3220 (Table 3.5, red
highlights). This again shows us that the systems-based ML studies are not performing as well
as those with ASD-specific genetics information, and that they are providing little ASDspecificity above that provided by the generic measures of constraint. Lastly, we found that
multiple genes identified in previous TADA analyses are no longer statistically significantly
associated with ASD in Satterstrom (Table 3.6), and that the TADA analyses only share 18 genes
in their top findings (Table 3.7). The differences in overlap of top findings between the TADA
analyses further suggests that the differences between the TADA models need to be investigated
more closely.
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Table 3.5: Overlap of top ranked ASD genes. Counts highlighted in red are discussed in text.
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2111

74

985

842
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20 35 36 62

121 1093

1023

1031

60

90

9

4

7

7

12

25

115

116

12

854

30

6

5

8

43

129 1436

1335

1378

27

1803

63

33 65 65 89

187 1109

1044

1052

82

127 11 17 16 19

27

50

53

55

20

33 26 23 21

24

26

24

25

25

65 52 39

45

46

44

44

43

69 36

40

45

41

42

41

102 53

89

81

83

38

198

203

56

2475

2477

75

3046

2838

71

2957

72

117 89
2089

116

239 204
3220

SFARIHC

SFARIHC

997

oe_lof

oe_lof

gnomad_pLI

gnomad_pLI

exac_pLI

exac_pLI

1026

Iossifov

Iossifov

108 1045

Satterstrom

Satterstrom

16 28 34 55

iHart

iHart

38

Sanders

Sanders

831

DeRubeis

DeRubeis

842

DAWN

DAWN

70

forecASD

forecASD

1014

RF_Lin

RF_Lin

2467

DAMAGES

DAMAGES

ASD_frn

ASD_frn

Princeton

Princeton

90
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Table 3.6: SFARI-HC genes identified in previous TADA analyses no longer found to be
significantly associated with ASD in Satterstrom. * denotes genes that are borderline
significant in TADA-based studies (0.1 < FDR < 0.3).
Study
DeRubeis

nGenes SFARI-HC genes
4 CUL3, KATNAL2, NAA15*, RELN*

Sanders

13 CUL3, ERBIN, ILF2, INTS6, KAT2B, KATNAL2, NAA15*,
NCKAP1*, NLGN3, RANBP17, TNRC6B, TRIO*, WDFY3*

iHart

11 CUL3, DDX3X, ERBIN, GRIA1, ILF2, INTS6, KATNAL2, NCKAP1*,
RANBP17, TNRC6B, WDFY3*

Table 3.7: Shared SFARI high confidence genes across the TADA analyses. SFARI gene
score shown in brackets
Studies nGenes SFARI-HC genes
TADA

18 ADNP(1S), ANK2(1), ARID1B(1S), ASH1L(1), BCL11A(2S), CHD8(1S),
DYRK1A(1S), GABRB3(2), GRIN2B(1), KMT2C(2S), KMT5B(1),
MYT1L(1), POGZ(1S), PTEN(1S), SCN2A(1), SETD5(1S),
SYNGAP1(1S), TBR1(1)
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3.3.5: Feature importance in the forecASD algorithm
While forecASD had significantly better performance with SFARI and novel highconfidence ASD risk genes compared to other systems-based GBA ML studies, it is performing
with low precision (P20R=5.01-11.11%). If a GBA ML method is to be considered successful, it
must be able to generalize to new data, and highly true positives. However, our findings do
suggest that forecASD may be able to extract additional predictive information from the nongenetic features it uses. To understand this in more detail, I examined the performance of
forecASD using training feature sets made up of different combinations of the original features
used in the model (Table 3.8).
Table 3.8: Features included in the feature-modified forecASD classifiers
Model

Feature

forecASD / redo
noClassifiers
noClassifiersPPI

BrainSpan
Score

STRING
Score

Other
classifiers

De
Rubies

Sanders

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓
✓

✓

noClassifiersPPIBS
PPIOnly
BrainSpanOnly

✓

✓

✓
✓

✓
✓

Other classifiers include DAWN(L. Liu et al., 2014), Princeton(Krishnan et al., 2016) and
DAMAGES(Zhang & Shen, 2017). Features from the DAWN(L. Liu et al., 2014) classifier
include the list of risk ASD genes (rASD), the network score produced by the screening stage,
and the minimum FDR reported from the cleaning stage. Features from the DAMAGES(Zhang
& Shen, 2017)classifier include both the D score and Ensemble score. There are 4 FDR values
from the Sanders(Sanders et al., 2015) publication: tada_asc+ssc+del (most thorough with exome
data and small de novo dels), tada_asc+ssc (both sources of exome data), tada_asc (ASC exome
only), and tada_ssc (SSC exome only). The per-gene Bayes Factor from the De Rubeis(De
Rubeis et al., 2014) study was also included (TADA_BF).
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There are discrepancies when comparing the feature importance by decrease in Gini
purity reported in the original forecASD preprint to what we found when rerunning the model.
For example, the original forecASD paper reports the STRING score as the most informative
feature, whereas we found that the most comprehensive score from Sanders was the most
informative (Brueggeman et al., 2018) (Figure 3.8). When I reran the forecASD code, I found
that scores outputted from the STRING, BrainSpan and ensemble random forests were the same
to those reported by the original publication (i.e. Pearson Rredo,forecASD=1). Subsequently during
my investigation of forecASD, I found that my rerun model and the original model had the same
performance measures, and top gene predictions (Table 3.9, Table 3.10, Figure 3.11). The exact
reason for the discrepancies are unknown because they did not provide code for their plots,
however, we think that the discrepancies are from a mistake during plotting rather than an
inability to recapitulate the forecASD model.
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Figure 3.8: Feature importance of the adapted forecASD models. In each rerun model, the
most comprehensive score from the Sanders, tada_asc+ssc+del, was ranked as the most
important feature for discerning ASD from non ASD training genes, followed by other TADAbased statistics.
We evaluated the forecASD models on the novel-HC and SFARI-HC gene sets. We
found that the forecASD models, except for the PPIonly model, did not have significantly
different performance on novel-HC genes (Figure 3.9, Table 3.9). The overlapping 95%
confidence intervals for precision at 20% recall for noClassPPIBS and BrainSpanOnly models
would suggest that the gene expression data provides, at best, marginal additional information
for predicating novel ASD genes (Figure 3.9D, Table 3.9). When investigating the SFARI-HC
gene sets, we found that the models incorporating genetics information significantly
outperformed the PPIOnly and BrainSpanOnly models (Figure 3.10, Table 3.10). Overall, these
results show that forecASD is driven by ASD genetics data, which supports our previous finding
that the STRING score was not the most informative feature in forecASD (Figure 3.8).
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Figure 3.9: AUROC and PR statistics for adapted forecASD models performance on novelHC ASD genes. Only the PPIonly model shows significantly different performance in testing
scenario with novel ASD genes. 95% confidence intervals were created from 2500 stratified
bootstrap samples. TPR, True Positive Rate; FPR, False Positive Rate; AUROC, Area Under the
Receiver Operator Curve; P20R, Precision at 20% Recall.
Table 3.9: forecASD adaptions AUROC, Precision at 20% Recall and Precision at 43%
recall performance statistics on novel-HC ASD genes (* denote ties at recall of 20 or 43% of
gene set)
Method
redo

AUROC AUROC_CI
P20R
PR20_CI
P43R
PR43_CI
0.89
0.85, 0.94
7.97
5.04, 11.11
6.14
3.82, 9.9

noClass

0.89

0.85, 0.93

5.83

3.33, 14.12

4.70

2.64, 6.42

noClassPPI

0.88

0.83, 0.92

6.96

4.16, 9.94

4.43

2.81, 6.66

noClassPPIBS

0.84

0.8, 0.89

6.49

2.62, 8.2

3.01

1.7, 4.88

PPIonly

0.69

0.63, 0.74

1.00

0.47, 1.86

0.59

0.44, 0.94

BrainSpanOnly

0.71

0.65, 0.77

1.21

0.89, 2.84

1.02

0.64, 1.74
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Figure 3.10AUROC and PR statistics for adapted forecASD models performance on
SFARI-HC ASD genes. PPIonly is the only adapted model to show significantly different
performance on with SFARI high confidence genes. 95% confidence intervals were created
from 2500 stratified bootstrap samples. TPR, True Positive Rate; FPR, False Positive Rate;
AUROC, Area Under the Receiver Operator Curve; P20R, Precision at 20% Recall.
Table 3.10: forecASD adaptations AUROC, Precision at 20% Recall and Precision at 43%
recall performance statistics on SFARI-HC ASD genes (* denote ties at recall of 20 or 43% of
gene set)
Method
Redo

AUROC AUROC_CI P20R
PR20_CI
P43R PR43_CI
0.96
0.94, 0.98
94.74
75.95, 100 47.27
38.96, 77.99

noClass

0.95

0.92, 0.97

81.82

68.99, 96.15

64.99

37.39, 79.35

noClassPPI

0.93

0.91, 0.96

78.26

68.75, 92.31

47.27

29.8, 76.67

noClassPPIBS

0.91

0.88, 0.94

71.67*

57.89, 84.93 46.99*

22.37, 64.8

PPIonly

0.83

0.79, 0.87

6.95

3.56, 16.44

4.36

3.23, 6.61

BrainSpanOnly

0.79

0.76, 0.83

3.13

1.77, 3.71

1.94

1.34, 2.95
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We found that the forecASD models show moderate to high agreement with one another
(i.e. RS:forecASD,noClass=0.77, r2forecASD,PPIonly=0.37) (Figure 3.11). Notably, we found that the model
incorporating only genetics information (noClassPPIBS) showed lower agreement with measures
of constraint against LoF variation (i.e. RS:noClassPPIBS,exac_pLI=-0.01, RS:noClass,exac_pLI=0.13), and
appeared to have less bias towards well studied genes (i.e. r2noClassPPIBS,numPubs=0.06,
RS:noClass,numPubs=0.12) compared to other forecASD models (Figure 3.11). Furthermore, we
found that while the BrainSpanOnly model and PPIOnly model had similar agreement with
physical node degree, the BrainSpanOnly model showed lower agreement with number of
publications and multifunctionality (i.e. RS:BranSpanOnly,numPubs=0.08, RS:PPIOnly,numPubs=0.21), which
may suggest that gene expression data used had less literature bias compared to data from
STRING and other ASD GBA ML classifiers (Figure 3.11).
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Figure 3.11: Spearman correlation heatmap for forecASD adaptations. The adapted
forecASD models show decline in correlation with each other and with generic disease
predictors and generic network features as more features are removed from the models, except
for the model only using the STRING protein-protein interaction network.
Overall, we found that the forecASD models had similar performance on novel-HC and
SFARI-HC gene sets, and that their performance is driven by their use of ASD-genetics data.
Further, we found that the gene expression data utilized appeared to have less literature bias
compared to the STRING data alone. Exploring the differences in the gene level predictions of
the studies and forecASD models under investigation may provide additional insight into the
utility of non-genetics features for gene prioritization.
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3.3.6: Top overlap between adapted forecASD models and genetic association studies
Looking at the gene-level differences, we found that no study or model adaptation under
investigation was able to highly prioritize every SFARI or novel high-confidence ASD risk gene
(Table 3.11). Combining data from Sanders and DeRubeis (noClassPPIBS), and supplementing
with gene expression data (noClassPPI) and other data (noClass) resulted in the loss of fewer
novel-HC genes compared to genetic association studies alone (Table 3.11) Furthermore, we
found that the PPIOnly forecASD model was able to capture more SFARI-HC genes compared
to the BrainSpanOnly (BSOnly) model (56/90 vs. 34/90, respectively), however, the reverse was
true for the novel-HC ASD genes (13/58 vs. 22/58, respectively) (Table 3.11, red highlights).
This result could potentially reflect the effects of multifunctionality: GBA is often biased
towards well studied genes, and as genes are associated with diseases, they become more
studied, and accumulate more annotations. Therefore, the PPIOnly model could have recovered
more SFARI-HC genes because they are well studied, and have more functional annotations
compared to the novel-HC genes. These results demonstrate that while genetics data is the most
informative feature for predicting ASD genes, genetic association analyses, like TADA, cannot
capture every high-confidence ASD risk gene, and that gene expression data may be useful
providing less biased contextual information potentially useful for prioritization.
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Table 3.11: Top overlap of forecASD adaptations and genetic association studies. Counts
highlighted in red discussed in text. BSOnly, BrainSpanOnly model.
Novel-HC

SFARI-HC

SFARI-HC

oe_lof

oe_lof

gnomad_pLI

gnomad_pLI

exac_pLI

exac_pLI

Iossifov

Iossifov

Satterstrom

Satterstrom

iHart

iHart

Sanders

Sanders

DeRubeis

DeRubeis

BSOnly

BSOnly

PPIOnly

PPIOnly

noClassPPIBS

noClassPPIBS

noClassPPI

noClassPPI

noClass

noClass

forecASD

forecASD

1803 1287 1008 858 689 510 33

65

65

89

187 1109 1044 1052 82

41

1787 1197 1075 731 441 33

65

67

85

179 783 758 757 79

42

1785 1300 311 521 33

64

66

84

174 708 670 682 73

42

1785 280 276 32

63

65

77

162 582 531 545 70

38

1784 307 20

38

38

53

99

683 683 660 56

13

1799 12

21

25

43

100 725 716 713 34

22

33

26

23

21

24

26

24

25

25

0

65

52

39

45

46

44

44

43

0

69

36

40

45

41

42

41

14

102 53

89

81

83

38

32

239 204 198 203 56

6

3220 2475 2477 75

35

3046 2838 71

33

2957 72

35

90

Novel-HC

0
58
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3.3.5: Potential ASD risk genes for further study
Throughout this chapter, we have shown that GBA ML studies without ASD-genetics
data have limited utility for ASD gene prioritization because they provide little advantage
compared to generic measures of constraint against LoF variation. We have further found that
the driving force behind the best performing GBA ML study, forecASD, was in fact ASDgenetics data. As such, when looking for ASD genes to study further, an obvious place to start
looking would be within the subset of genes found to be significantly associated with ASD by
genetic association which are not yet considered to be SFARI-HC genes: there are 107 genes in
DeRubeis, Sanders, iHart, Spark and Satterstrom studies which are not yet considered to be
SFARI high-confidence ASD genes. Given that we confirmed LoF and missense constraint
scores are useful for identifying ASD risk genes, we filtered the set of 107 genes by the o/e LoF
metric, and by the missense z-score. We chose o/e LoF because it is now recommended over the
pLI because it is more continuous across the spectrum of selection, and the missense z-score
because we are part of a collaboration looking at the role of de novo missense variants in ASD.
There are 32 genes with o/e LoF scores less than 0.35 and missense z-scores over 3. Of the 32
genes, 8 had over 4 de novo missense variants according to enumeration conducted in Chapter 2.
All of the 8 genes are currently in SFARI as category 3, 4, 3S, 4S, or 5 genes, and could be
considered higher-value targets for further study (Table 3.12).
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Table 3.12: Possible ASD genes for further study. GA rare dn mis: rare de novo missense
variants reported in ASD probands from genetic association studies from VariCarta or the 4
recent TADA analyses; S rare dn mis: additional rare de novo missense variants reported in
SFARI. Note that the TADA scores are in their original format with FDR < 0.1 being significant
(genes in bold).

GA rare dn ms

S rare dn mis

mis_z

o/e LoF

gnomAD pLI

ExAC pLI

Satterstrom

iHart

Sanders

De Rubeis

SFARI score

Gene symbol
CACNA1E

3

0.87

0.94

0.95

0.03

1.00

1.00

0.12

5.81

5

13

CREBBP

5

0.94

0.72

0.81

0.02

1.00

1.00

0.07

3.90

7

23

DYNC1H1

3

0.51

0.57

0.75

0.003

1.00

1.00

0.08

10.97

7

6

MYO5A

3

0.84

0.65

0.07

0.27

0.99

0.94

0.30

3.10

8

0

PPP2R5D

4S

0.92

0.46

0.46

0.01

1.00

1.00

0.18

3.65

3

6

SCN1A

3S

0.33

0.13

0.17

0.05

1.00

1.00

0.07

5.22

6

39

STXBP1

3S

0.77

0.75

0.82

0.01

1.00

1.00

0.09

4.26

5

30

TLK2

4S

0.77

0.15

0.22

0.00

1.00

1.00

0.11

4.49

3

9
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3.4: Discussion
3.4.1: Limited utility of systems-based GBA ML studies for ASD risk gene prioritization
Evaluating and comparing the performance and biases of GBA ML studies, genetic
association studies and generic measures of constraint against LoF variation provided us with
insight into the reliability and utility of GBA ML studies for ASD gene prioritization. Our
investigation has shown that GBA ML methods which do not incorporate genetic information
have limited utility because they provide no useful information above that provided by genetic
association data and generic measures of disease gene likelihood. Further, investigation of
forecASD, the genetics-GBA ML method with the best relative performance, demonstrated that
genetics data drives its performance, and that gene expression data may provide less-biased
contextual information for prioritization of ASD risk genes for further study.
3.4.2: Non-equivalence of genetic association studies
Genetic association studies identify bona fide ASD genes, however, not all studies agree
on which genes are significantly associated with ASD. We found that the different TADA
analyses share only 18 SFARI-HC genes in their significant findings (Table 3.7), and that many
of the SFARI-HC genes identified by previously by TADA analyses as significantly associated
with ASD are no longer significant in Satterstrom, including three SFARI category 1 nonsyndromic genes CUL3, KATNAL2, and RELN (Table 3.6). While this is slightly
disconcerting, it is important to remember that the TADA analyses find genes statistically
associated with ASD under their specific model of de novo and inherited variation used on their
specific sample cohort. Therefore, analyses only show that “missing genes” are missing because
they not statistically significantly associated with ASD under their statistical model of variation.
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Of the TADA analyses, the Satterstrom analysis differs the most from the others. The
Satterstrom study changes the TADA method in a substantial way by adding the ExAC pLI score
as a continuous metric for assessing relative risk of LoFs, and a tiered “missense badness,
PolyPhen-2, constraint” (MPC) score for assessing relative risk of missense variants (Satterstrom
et al., 2019). We are anticipating an update from Satterstrom et al. which further changes the
TADA model by incorporating the observed/expected LoF metric rather than the ExAC pLI to
provide a more suitable metric to delineate ASD risk genes across a range of selective pressures
(Karczewski et al., 2019; Lek et al., 2016; Satterstrom et al., 2019). This change, ideally, will
reflect more closely the complex genetic architecture of ASD (Karczewski et al., 2019; Lek et
al., 2016; Satterstrom et al., 2019). Other expected changes include incorporating CNV data and
adding more samples from the Spark consortium (Satterstrom, F.K. et al., 2019).
Without direct comparison of the different TADA models on the same samples, I can
only speculate as to the direct cause of the differences between Satterstrom and the other TADA
analyses. It is possible that their lack of agreement could be explained by the increased number
of samples in Satterstrom alone. However, the iHart study uses the same TADA model as the
Sanders study, but with an increased number of samples from multiplex families, and these two
studies show the highest agreement (r2=0.90) and overlap of significant genes (52/80) (Ruzzo et
al., 2019). As such, it is more likely that the incorporation of pLI and MPC in the Satterstrom
TADA method have a larger impact on the observed differences.
While the TADA-based genetic association studies can identify bona fide ASD risk
genes, the lack of agreement between scores with different underlying TADA models and their
specific gene-level predictions suggests that gene discovery is sensitive to how assumptions
made about the genetic architecture of ASD shape the calculation of model parameters. While
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updates in the TADA model may indeed reflect the genetic architecture of ASD, validation of
model adaptations needs to occur in order to establish reliability. Establishing a “gold standard”
genetic association model, and a “gold standard” ASD gene set, will require more
comprehensive evaluation of current TADA statistical frameworks.
3.4.3: Systems-based GBA ML studies are comparable to generic measures of LoF constraint
Claimed use cases of the GBA ML studies include prediction and/or prioritization of
ASD risk genes, framing WES/WGS results for further exploration in resequencing or
mechanistic studies, and/or uncovering new and delineating possible pathways implicated in
ASD etiology (Brueggeman et al., 2018; Duda et al., 2018; Krishnan et al., 2016; Lin et al.,
2018; L. Liu et al., 2014; Zhang & Shen, 2017). While we assessed the first two example use
cases, the third is more difficult to evaluate. The ML studies provide a subset of genes which are
the most likely ASD gene candidates based on their classifiers. The utility of performing any
sort of pathway enrichment analysis on these subsets of genes to delineate ASD associated
pathways is limited because the true association status of the gene to ASD is unknown, meaning
that the pathways identified may not be specific to ASD. Overall, for GBA ML study to be
considered successful in identifying novel ASD genes, it should highly prioritize known ASD
genes and provide additional, specific and unbiased predictions above that which could be
obtained from generic measures of constraint. We have shown that the systems-based ML
studies do not do this.
As discussed previously, GBA works on the principle that genes with “shared
associations” are more likely to be involved in the same functions or diseases. However,
previous work has found that GBA is often biased towards well studied genes (Gillis & Pavlidis,
2011a; Pavlidis & Gillis, 2012). Well studied genes are often highly connected in networks (i.e.
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“hubs”) because they have a high number of associated interaction partners, functions or other
annotations. This “multifunctionality bias” drives GBA performance because GBA often assigns
new functions to genes that are highly connected within the network rather than learning
additional new information from the connection patterns (Gillis & Pavlidis, 2011a; Pavlidis &
Gillis, 2012). Therefore, we expect that methods employing GBA would tend to rank
generically “disease-related” genes highly because they are well-studied. And because this
ranking is not specific to any disease/function at hand, and biased towards well-studied genes,
the methods cannot readily identify novel and specific relationships. Conversely, methods which
are not biased towards generic rankings may perform badly because the main source of apparent
performance of GBA methods is their ability to prioritize well-studied genes (“multifunctionality
bias” as per Gillis and Pavlidis).
Overall, we found that the GBA ML studies without genetics data have low precision
when ranking high-confidence ASD risk genes, and are comparable to generic measures of
constraint against LoF variation (Table 3.3, 3.4). However, we found that two studies, Princeton
and ASD_frn, are not biased towards generic rankings of the number of physical interaction
partners and functions (Figure 3.7). These two studies both built complex functional interaction
networks from multiple types of data, including protein-protein interaction and gene expression
data. They used Gene Ontology annotations to define “gold standards” of functional
relationships and Bayesian frameworks to weight and integrate their biological data (Duda et al.,
2018; Greene et al., 2015; Krishnan et al., 2016; The Gene Ontology Consortium, 2019). Their
poor performance could be due to their GO functional categorization not aligning well with the
multiple biological data types and/or not providing any useful ASD-specific information.
However, it is much more likely that these studies do not perform well because there is no/little
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multifunctionality bias in their networks to drive GBA performance (Gillis & Pavlidis, 2011;
Pavlidis & Gillis, 2012). The other GBA ML studies showcase the effects of GBA more clearly.
RF_Lin and DAMAGES were found to be more biased towards well studied genes with high
numbers of interactors and functions (Figure 3.7). This would suggest that their underlying
biological networks have multifunctionality bias. Therefore, their poor performance is likely due
to GBA assigning new functions to highly connected genes instead of finding ASD-specific
information within the network. However, further investigation into each study is required to
delineate how multifunctionality bias is affecting their performance.
With regard to measures of constraint, we have confirmed that they are able to identify
ASD genes, albeit with low precision, and that they agree with generic network features and
annotations. Many previous studies have found ASD genes, particularly those found with high
numbers of recurrent de novo variants, to be enriched for genes under high evolutionary
constraint, and LoF constraint has previously been reported to be positively correlated with the
number of physical interaction partners (De Rubeis et al., 2014; Karczewski et al., 2019; Lek et
al., 2016; Ruzzo et al., 2019; Satterstrom et al., 2019). From this, we can confirm that measures
of constraint against loss of function variation measure generic susceptibility to disease, and that
high constraint does not automatically guarantee a particular disease status, necessitating
incorporation with data specific to the disease at hand to increase precision (Cummings et al.,
2019; Karczewski et al., 2019; Lek et al., 2016). Furthermore, while these measures are also
correlated with numbers of interaction partners, functions and publications, they may point
towards more biologically relevant information, such as the ability of a gene to influence
different phenotypic traits, rather than number of connection partners based on network structure
(“hubness”) (Gillis & Pavlidis, 2011a; Pavlidis & Gillis, 2012).
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The implication of this analysis is that supplementing ASD-specific information with
measures of constraint may provide a more fruitful avenue forward compared to creating GBA
ML methods using biased biological networks. We can see this already being done by the
Satterstrom TADA analysis by their incorporation of the pLI and MPC into the method in
attempts to provide more detailed information about variant classes with higher burden in ASD
probands (Satterstrom et al., 2019).
3.4.4: Gene expression data may provide less biased contextual information for prioritization
We found that one genetics-GBA study, forecASD, had comparable, and sometimes
superior, performance to some TADA analyses alone (Table 3.3, 3.4). We investigated
forecASD more closely by removing different features from the classifier and exploring the
overall performance and gene-level differences between the adapted models to determine the
utility of their non-genetics features. By fitting different models made up of different feature
sets, we found that the genetics data was driving the performance of forecASD, and that gene
expression data provides marginal, if any, additional predictive performance (Table 3.9, 3.10).
While expression data may not provide any additional predictive performance, it may provide
less biased contextual information for prioritization of ASD genes because it appears to have less
literature and multifunctional bias (Figure 3.11). In other words, genes found to be significantly
associated with ASD by genetic association studies could be prioritized for further study by their
gene expression levels within the brain. ASD, after all, is a neurodevelopmental disorder, and
studies have shown that some ASD genes have preferential expression in brain tissue (De Rubeis
et al., 2014; L. Liu et al., 2014; Satterstrom et al., 2019; Velmeshev et al., 2019). However, in
theory, ASD genes could be acting anywhere at and time, and therefore, we could miss ASD
genes by limiting the scope to specific spatiotemporal regions of the brain, as seen in the DAWN
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analysis (Table 3.3, 3.4). Nonetheless, an important point of future research is to investigate the
relationship between gene expression data, and other useful genic features, like constraint against
LoF variation, and how they can be used in conjunction with genetic association data to prioritize
genes for further study.
3.4.4: Potential ASD risk genes for further study
To be useful, the results of the prioritization studies should be actionable in that they give
clinically relevant information or are able to help elucidate the genetic architecture of ASD. The
genetic association studies identify genetic variants in ASD probands and have the ability to
provide families with genetic diagnoses. We have shown that the systems-based GBA ML
studies have little, if any, relevance for ASD gene prioritization. Given that constraint against
LoF variation has been shown to be useful for identify ASD risk genes, we used constraint scores
and variant profiles to identify possible genes for further study from a subset of likely candidates
from genetic association studies.
We identified eight genes as potential candidates for further study based on genetic
association, constraint and variant data (Table 3.12). Four of these genes, MYO5A, CACNA1E,
CREBBP, and DYNC1H1 were identified in the top findings of the Satterstrom and iHart
studies, and thus could be higher-value targets. The three genes identified by Satterstrom,
CACNA1E, CREBBP, DYNC1H1, were not considered novel findings because they have been
associated with other neurodevelopmental disorders (Satterstrom et al., 2019). However, all four
have not been studied extensively in relation to ASD. MYO5A is a motor protein involved in
transportation of different cargo vesicles in brain cells and melanosomes and has been found to
be involved in two diseases affecting pigmentation, Griscelli disease and Elejalde syndrome,
which differ mainly by their levels of immunological and neurological impairment (Anikster et
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al., 2002; Masters, Kendrick-Jones, & Buss, 2017; Pastural et al., 1997; Sanal et al., 2002).
CACNA1E encodes a subunit of R-type voltage-gated calcium channels thought to be involved
in modulation of neuron firing patterns (Helbig et al., 2018; Heyne et al., 2018). De novo
missense mutations in CACNA1E have been associated with developmental epileptic
encephalopathies characterized by severe impairment, macrocephaly and movement impairments
(Helbig et al., 2018). CREBBP is a ubiquitously expressed transcriptional coactivator thought to
be involved in many different processes via interaction with different transcription factors and
chromatin remodeling activity (Negri et al., 2016; Stevens, 2019). Variation in CREBBP has
been associated with Rubinstein-Taybi Syndrome, characterized by mental retardation, growth
deficits, microcephaly, and other physical abnormalities, and Menke-Hennekam syndrome,
characterized by deficits in cognition and facial dysmorphisms (Menke et al., 2016, 2018; Negri
et al., 2016; Petrif et al., 1995; Rubinstein & Taybi, 1963; Stevens, 2019). DYNC1H1 is part of
the cytoplasmic dynein molecular motor complex and is involved in processes such as organelle
and protein sorting and movement. DYNC1H1 variation has been associated with
malformations of brain cortical development and neuropathy, including Charcot-Marie-Tooth
disease and spinal muscular atrophy (Harms et al., 2012; Poirier et al., 2013; Weedon et al.,
2011). The other four genes identified for possible further study are also in SFARI categories 3
and 4, but also have been identified as potential syndromic ASD genes. Given that these eight
genes have been associated with other neurodevelopmental disorders and syndromes, identifying
candidate for genes involved solely in sporadic ASD will likely be very challenging.
3.4.5: Establishing fair evaluation sets is difficult due to lack of data independence
Aside from the more common problems faced in bioinformatics projects, such as
mapping gene symbols and identification numbers across multiple sources, a larger issue faced in
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my project is lack of independence between gene sets and genetic association studies. Lack of
independence means that creating validation gene sets for consistent and fair evaluation across
multiple studies is difficult.
ASD genes are discovered through genetic association studies and used to build machine
learning tools which aim to identify more ASD genes. TADA analyses are built up from one
another by utilizing overlapping sample cohorts and similar model parameters. This means that
genes which are found to be significantly associated with ASD in newer genetic association
studies may have in fact been implicated at a lower level of significance in previous studies.
Therefore, their gene discovery should not be thought of as independent events.
Genes found to be significantly associated with ASD in newer genetic association
studies, while they may not have been “borderline significant” in previous studies, may have
been previously linked to ASD. For example, the iHart study considers the significant findings
MOY5A and RAPGEF4 (FDR < 0.1) to be novel high confidence genes despite being in SFARI
as category 3 and 4 genes prior to significant association. This is important for the Princeton
study because they included five genes considered to be novel significant findings (FDR < 0.1)
in the iHart, Spark or Satterstrom studies in their training labels as genes with low evidence of
association with ASD. However, even with the inclusion of these genes as training labels,
Princeton does not highly prioritize other novel ASD genes well, highlighting the inability of
GBA ML studies to provide ASD-specific predictions.
It is unlikely that we will be able to construct a gene set independent of bias of previous
genetic association studies, and multifunctionality, that can be used as a fair validation step for
the new GBA machine learning studies being produced for prioritization purposes. The
implication of this is that we have likely overestimated the performance of the GBA ML studies.
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Given that GBA performance is often driven by multifunctionality bias, if we are assessing
GBA-based studies using a gene set that is itself biased towards these features, then it is likely
that we will see higher values in performance metrics. Genes found to be associated with disease
often become more and more studied, and, therefore, accumulate more and more annotations.
While these annotations may be biologically relevant, GBA-based studies using heterogenous
biological data will continue to struggle in providing disease-specific information, and we will
continue to overestimate performance.
GBA ML studies try to avoid the data dependence problem when evaluating their
methods by looking at enrichment or recovery different gene sets. For example, the studies
under investigation looked at gene sets including: 1) genes found to have de novo likely
damaging variation in independent sequencing studies, 2) genes found to have lower evidence of
an association with ASD, 3) genes found to be involved in ASD-related pathways , and/or 4)
genes found to be involved in other brain-related disorders (Brueggeman et al., 2018; Duda et al.,
2018; Krishnan et al., 2016; Lin et al., 2018; L. Liu et al., 2014; Zhang & Shen, 2017). There are
multiple issues with these types of evaluation. Firstly, calculating enrichment faces the same
problems as AUROC: while it can show good recovery of genes, it does not provide information
as to where in the top decile of ranks those genes lie. Furthermore, calculating modified
statistics (Princeton, DAMAGES) is not helpful because they often cannot be compared directly
across studies. Secondly, evaluating genes found to have variation in ASD probands but not
controls in independent sequencing studies is problematic because recurrence and burden are not
the only requirements for finding genic association with ASD. Further, many of the independent
sequencing studies used by GBA ML studies do not perform rigorous test for statistically
significant association, mainly because a “gold standard” test for rare variant disease association
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has yet to be established. It is likely that generic measures of constraint against LoF variation
would likely produce similar enrichment. Lastly, looking at genes with lesser evidence of
association with ASD, involved in ASD associated pathways or involved in related disorders
provide, at best, anecdotal evidence of ASD-specificity.
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Chapter 4: Conclusions
In this thesis, I collected gene and variant level annotations of ASD risk genes in an
attempt to provide useful information for our collaborators to prioritize candidate ASD risk
genes for further experimental study. I also looked at how ASD genes are currently identified by
genetic association and prioritized by ASD-specific and generic computational methods.
In Chapter 2, I reported variant and gene level annotations of genes associated with ASD.
The genes we annotated were from SFARI and significant findings from recent TADA analyses.
Variant annotations collected include transcript, gene and protein effects and identifiers, variant
consequences, allele frequencies and damaging predictions. Gene level annotations collected
included measures of constraint against different classes of variation, and the per-gene number of
physical interaction partners, molecular functions and publications.
Enumerating variant events across heterogeneous studies is a complex task because
sequencing studies, whether targeted or whole exome or genome, employ different sequencing
technologies, variant calling, annotation software, variant nomenclature and tests for association.
Establishing genic association with ASD is based partly on recurrence of variant events within
the same gene across multiple samples. Therefore, ensuring count inflation does not occur is an
important analytical step (Belmadani et al., 2019). Standardization of not only sample cohort,
and variant reporting formats, but also variant calling pipelines, annotation software and
association tests, will help with ease of harmonization across studies.
In Chapter 3, I detailed investigations into the utility of GBA machine learning studies
for the prioritization of ASD risk genes. I collected twelve ASD gene prioritization studies, four
systems-based GBA ML studies, two genetics-GBA ML studies and five genetic association
studies. Using both known and novel ASD gene sets, we looked at the ability of the different
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studies to recover these genes. We further compared these studies to generic measures of
constraint against LoF variation from gnomAD, and other measures of generic gene annotations
to establish the specificity of the studies.
Genetic association studies identify bona fide ASD risk genes. Tests employing
sophisticated statistical frameworks to establish association, such as TADA, while popular, are
still only models of the underling inherited and de novo variation. Assumptions made about the
genetic architecture of ASD need to be validated to ensure that the underlying architecture in the
population being investigated is accurate.
Systems-based machine learning studies using guilt by association for ASD gene
prioritization do not perform well, and demonstrate similar performance levels to generic
measures of constraint against loss of function variation. Guilt by association is often driven by
multifunctionality bias in the underlying biological network, resulting in generic predictions
(Gillis & Pavlidis, 2011a; Pavlidis & Gillis, 2012). As more heterogeneous biological data is
collected, GBA-based methods will likely struggle even more to find disease-specific connection
patterns with the networks. While measures of constraint are based on models of expected
variation, their interpretation is much more clear: genes with fewer than expected variants are
under higher constraint, and the estimations will only become more accurate as the number of
available high-quality sequences increases.
Some of the GBA ML studies under investigation claim to provide frameworks for
studying other complex brain disorders (Duda et al., 2018; Krishnan et al., 2016; L. Liu et al.,
2014). However, we have demonstrated that these types of GBA ML methods have limited
utility for predicting genes associated with ASD. Therefore, it is likely that they would not
perform any better if their method was re-trained on other disease gene sets. Guilt by association
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is a general principle applied in many different biological experiments and medical contexts. We
are not suggesting that guilt by association methods should be altogether forgotten. Rather, we
are suggesting that for gene function prediction, guilt by association is not the way forward to
discover novel disease genes.
In my view, an important avenue for research is to further develop and validate the
statistical models used to assess genetic association for rare variants. In particular, the recent
changes to TADA in the Satterstrom study have a fairly drastic effect on which genes are
associated with ASD (compared to Saunders et al., for example), but the method has apparently
not been validated. When appropriately validated, we would gain a deeper understanding of how
the spectrum of constraint and selection against certain mutation classes in genes can be used in
increase precision in gene discovery.
My results also suggest that while gene expression data does not provide any additional
predictive performance compared to genetic association studies, it may be useful for providing
less biased contextual information for prioritization of ASD risk genes for further study.
Investigating more closely at the relationship between tissue or cell-type specific expression, and
constraint data may help in creating a more comprehensive ranking for ASD risk genes,
including SFARI category 3 and 4 genes for collaborators.
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Appendix A: Additional information for Chapter 2
A1: Gene level annotations
Column
Physical node degree

Source
BioGrid

Multifunctionality

In-lab

Number of publications

In-lab

exac_pLI

gnomAD

gnomad_pLI

gnomAD

observed/expected loss-offunction score

gnomAD

missense_z score

gnomAD

Description
The number of physical interaction
partners a gene has from BioGrid
Roughly the number of molecular
functions a gene has enumerated
from GO
The number of publications
associated with a gene
The probability of gene for being
intolerant to heterozygous loss-offunction variation. Corrected for
gene length. Proxy for likelihood of
being involved in disease. Computed
from ExAC exomes
The probability of gene for being
intolerant to heterozygous loss-offunction variation. Corrected for
gene length. Proxy for likelihood of
being involved in disease. Computed
from gnomAD exomes
Measure of deviation of observed
loss-of-function variation from
expected. Not corrected for gene
length. Proxy for likelihood of being
involved in disease across a greater
spectrum of selection against LoF
variation. Computed from gnomAD.
Measure of deviation of observed
missense variation from expected.
Not corrected for gene length. Proxy
for likelihood of being involved in
disease across a greater spectrum of
selection against LoF variation.
Computed from gnomAD.
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A2: Flags used for running VEP
Flag
--verbose

Flag type
Basic

--config

Basic

--species
--assembly
--input_file

Basic
Basic
Basic

--output_file
--force_overwrite

Basic
Basic

--fork

Basic

--cache
--merged

Cache
Cache

--fasta

Cache

--buffer_size [number] Cache

--port [number]

Database

--plugin

Other annotation
sources

Description
Prints out warning and error flags for
variants as they run
Load configuration options from common
and specific config file. Common config
file specifies data directories, virtual
environments, resource and runtime
parameters. The specific config file made
for this set of analyses specified plugin
directories and VEP annotation flags
Specific species as homo sapiens
GRCh37
Input variants to be annotated. In HGVS
format for SFARI variants, or in
chromosome_position_ref/alt format
Output file name
Fail with an error if the output file already
exists to avoid overwriting files
Enables forking, specified at 10 for
improving runtime
Enables use of cache (see table 2.1)
Enables use of Ensemble and RefSeq
transcription annotation. Source column
reports source of each transcript
Specify FASTA file directory to use for
lookup of reference sequences. Needed
specifically for retrieval of HGVS
annotation (--hgvs). Fasta file is the
GRCh37.75 primary assembly from
Ensembl
Sets internal buffer size for number of
variants read into memory at the same
time. Low numbers for less memory and
longer runtime. Set as 500.
Specifies port to Ensembl database (3337)
to be used when the import format is
HGVS
Plugins specified include CADD,
dbscSNV, exac_pLI, G2P, LOFTOOL (see
Table 2.2)
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--use_given_ref

Other annotation
sources

--vs.

Output format options

--sift [p|s|b]

Output options

--polyphenol [p|s|b]

Output options

--distance
[bp_distance]

Output options

--overlaps

Output options

--regulatory

Output options

--hgvs

Identifiers

--hgvsg

Identifiers

--transcript_version

Identifiers

--protein
--symbol

Identifiers
Identifiers

--uniprot

Identifiers

--tsl

Identifiers

Avoids use of transcript reference, and
uses the provide reference allele from the
input
Output file format as VCF. Data fields
separated by |, and order is written in VCF
header.
Gives SIFT prediction term (deleterious,
tolerated) and score of effect of amino acid
substitution on protein. Specify b for both
score and prediction.
Gives Polypheme prediction term
(probably damaging, benign) and score of
effect of amino acid substitution on
protein. Specify b for both score and
prediction.
Modifies distance up/downstream between
a variant and a transcript with annotation
of upstream_gene_variant or
downstream_gene_variant. Specified as
5000 base pairs.
Report proportion and length of transcript
overlapped by SV
Reports overlaps with regulatory regions,
and if a variant overlaps with a
transcription factor binding site. Specified
as Regulatory Feature or MotifFeature
Add HGVS nomenclature based on
Ensembl stable identifiers with version
numbers. If –cache, have to add
--fasta. Coding and protein sequence
names both given, and reported offset of
the HGVS annotation and the variant
Add HGVS genomic nomenclature based
on input chromosome. If –cache, have to
add
--fasta.
Add version numbers to transcript
identifiers
Add protein identifier
Add gene symbol, symbol source, and
HGNC ID if applicable
Adds best match accession for translated
protein products from SWISSPROT,
TREMBL and UNIPARC
Adds transcript support level. Note usually
only available for GRCh38
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--appris

Identifiers

--canonical

Identifiers

--mane

Identifiers

--biotype

Identifiers

--check_existing

Co-located variants

--clin_sig_alleles

Co-located variants

--af

Co-located variants

--af_gnomad

Co-located variants

--pubmed

Co-located variants

--failed [0|1]

Co-located variants

Adds APPRIS isoform annotation for
transcript. Note usually only available for
GRCh38
Adds flag indicating canonical transcript
for gene
Adds flag indicating if the transcript is the
MANE Select transcript (match with
RefSeq). Note usually only available for
GRCh38
Adds biotype of the transcript or regulatory
feature
Checks for known variants overlapping
with input. Compared on allele-specific
basis. Outputs Existing_variation,
CLIN_SIG, SOMATIC, PHENO
Returns clinical significance for alternate
allele when associated with a phenotype as
CLIN_SIG
Returns global allele frequency (AF;
population_AF) from 1000 Genomes Phase
3 data
Returns allele frequencies from gnomAD
exome populations (gnomad_AF;
gnomad_population_AF)
Adds PubMed identification numbers for
publications citing existing variant
Set to 0 to exclude variants that have
failed.
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A3: Variant level annotations
Column
Chrom
Position
ID

Source
VEP
VEP
VEP

Ref
Alt
Allele

VEP
VEP
VEP (default)

Consequence

VEP (default)

Impact

VEP (default)

Symbol
Gene

VEP (default)
VEP (default)

Feature_type

VEP (default)

Feature

VEP (default)

Biotype

VEP (default)

Exon
Intron
HGVSc

VEP (default)
VEP (default)
VEP (default)

HGVSp

VEP (default)

cDNA_position

VEP (default)

CDS_position

VEP (default)

Protein_position

VEP (default)

Amino_acids
Codons
Existing_variation

VEP (default)
VEP (default)
VEP (default)

Description
Chromosome of input variant
Position of reference allele of input variant
Input variant format.; chom_pos_ref/alt or
HGVS
Reference allele of input variant
Alternate allele of input variant
Alternate (consequence) allele as determined
by VEP
VEP predicted variant consequences on
identified transcripts. Based on combination
of allele and transcript type. See table 2.4
for details.
Impact rating of high (disruptive to
protein),moderate (may change
effectiveness), modifier (hard to predict, no
evidence; often for noncoding vars), or low
(harmless, benign).
Gene symbol
Identification number associated with gene
and Source i.e. Ensembl gene ID, RefSeq
(Entrez) gene ID
Type of transcript i.e. Transcript,
MotifFeature, RegulatoryFeature
Ensembl or RefSeq transcript versioned
identification number
Biotype of transcript or regulatory feature
i.e. protein coding
Affected exon number
Affected intro number
HGVS nomenclature based on
Ensembl/RefSeq identifiers for cDNA
HGVS nomenclature based on
Ensembl/RefSeq identifiers for protein
Position of variant in cDNA of identified
transcript
Position of variant in coding sequence of
identified transcript
Position of variant in protein of identified
transcript
Affected amino acids in coding transcripts
Affected codons in coding transcripts
Existence of known co-located variants;
compared on coordinates and alleles
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Symbol_source

VEP (default)

HGNC_ID

VEP

Canonical

VEP

ENSP

VEP

SWISSPROT
TREMBL
UNIPARC

VEP
VEP
VEP

RefSeq_match

VEP

Source

VEP

SIFT

VEP

PolyPhen

VEP

HGVS_offset

VEP

HGVSg

VEP

AF
AFR_AF
AMR_AF

VEP
VEP
VEP

EAS_AF
EUR_AF
SAS_AF

VEP
VEP
VEP

AA_AF
EA_AF

VEP
VEP

gnomAD_AF
gnomAD_AFR_AF
gnomAD_AMR_AF
gnomAD_ASJ_AF

VEP
VEP
VEP
VEP

gnomAD_EAS_AF
gnomAD_FIN_AF

VEP
VEP

Source of gene symbol i.e. HGNC, Entrez,
Ensembl
Associated HGNC gene identification
number if source is HGNC
Yes or blank, indicating if Ensembl
considers the reported Feature (transcript) as
canonical
Ensembl or RefSeq protein identification
number
SwissProt protein identification number
TrEMBL protein identification number
UniParc stable and unique protein
identification number
Indicates if and how RefSeq transcript
differs from underlying genome
String indicating source of report,
Ensembl/RefSeq
Prediction from SIFT as
tolerated/deleterious_confidence(score)
Prediction from PolyPhen2 as benign,
possibly_damaging, probably_damaging
(score)
Number of bases the variant has shifted
relative to input genomic coordinates
Genomic HGVS nomenclature based on
Ensembl/RefSeq identifiers based on input
chromosome
1000s Genomes allele frequency
1000s Genomes allele frequency; African
1000s Genomes allele frequency; African
American
1000s Genomes allele frequency; East Asian
1000s Genomes allele frequency; European
1000s Genomes allele frequency; South
Asian
1000s Genomes allele frequency; American
1000s Genomes allele frequency; European
American
gnomAD allele frequency
gnomAD allele frequency; African
gnomAD allele frequency; American
gnomAD allele frequency; Ashkenazi
Jewish
gnomAD allele frequency; East Asian
gnomAD allele frequency; Finish
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gnomAD_NFE_AF

VEP

gnomAD_OTH_AF
gnomAD_SAS_AF
CLIN_SIG

VEP
VEP
VEP

SOMATIC

VEP

PHENO

VEP

PUBMED
OverlapBP
OverlapPC
MOTIF_NAME

VEP
VEP
VEP
VEP

MOTIF_POS

VEP

HIGH_INF_POS

VEP

MOTIF_SCORE_CHANGE VEP

CADD_PHRED

VEP

CADD_RAW

VEP

Ada_score

VEP

Rf_score

VEP

gnomAD allele frequency; Non-Finish
European
gnomAD allele frequency; Other
gnomAD allele frequency; South Asian
Clinical significance as reported by ClinVar;
compared on alleles and coordinates
Origin as reported by ClinVar; compared on
alleles and coordinates. Reported as a string
of 0 and 1s with 1=somatic origin
Phenotype indicator as reported by ClinVar;
compared on alleles and coordinates.
Reported as a string of 0 and 1s associated
with above, with 1=Phenotype with origin
PubMed identification number
Base pair overlap
Percentage overlap
Name of motif if variant found to overlap
with regulatory region
Position of motif if variant found to overlap
with regulatory region
Binary (N,Y) if variant falls in high
information position within a transcription
factor finding site
Change in score of motif if variant overlaps
regulatory region; motif scores range from
0-1 with 1 being a strong binding site for
transcript factor
CADD raw score that has been scaled based
on rank of each variant relative to all
possible substitutions in reference genome
CADD raw score output from the SVM with
negative values meaning the variant is likely
observed, and positive values meaning the
variant is likely simulated
dbscSNV prediction from ADA-boost
ensemble method for variant occurring in
splice consensus region; score ranges from
0-1, with 0.6 as cut-off for likely
damaging/likely not damaging effects
dbscSNV prediction from random forest
ensemble method for variant occurring in
splice consensus region; score ranges from
0-1, with 0.6 as cut-off for likely
damaging/likely not damaging effects
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exac_pLI

VEP

LoFtool

VEP

Coding_seq_length

Ensembl/RefSeq

Coding_seq_GC

Ensembl/RefSeq

Protein_length

Ensembl/RefSeq

Protein_mw

Ensembl/RefSeq

Probability loss-of-function constraint score
from ExAC measuring deviation of observed
variant counts from expected variant counts
Gene intolerance score and susceptibility to
disease based on loss-of-function variants
from ExAC
Length of the coding sequence of the
transcript
GC content of the coding sequence of the
transcript
Length of the peptide sequence of the
transcript
Molecular weight of the peptide sequence of
the transcript
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Appendix B: Additional information for Chapter 3
B.1: SFARI high confidence ASD genes
SFARI category
1, 1S

2, 2S

Genes
ADNP, ANK2, ARID1B, ASH1L, ASXL3, CHD2, CHD8, CUL3,
DSCAM, DYRK1A, GRIN2B, KATNAL2, KMT2A, KMT5B,
MYT1L, NAA15, POGZ, PTEN, RELN, SCN2A, SETD5, SHANK3,
SYNGAP1, TBR1, TRIP12
ANKRD11, BAZ2B, BCKDK, BCL11A, CACNA1D, CACNA1H,
CACNA2D3, CEP41, CIC, CNOT3, CNTN4, CNTNAP2, CTNND2,
CUX1, DDX3X, DEAF1, DIP2C, ERBIN, FOXP1, GABRB3,
GIGYF2, GRIA1, GRIP1, ILF2, INTS6, IRF2BPL, KAT2B, KDM5B,
KDM6A, KMT2C, LEO1, MACROD2, MBOAT7, MECP2, MED13,
MED13L, MET, NCKAP1, NCOR1, NLGN3, NRXN1, PHF3,
PTCHD1, RANBP17, RIMS1, SCN9A, SET, SHANK2, SLC6A1,
SMARCC2, SPAST, SRCAP, SRSF11, TAOK2, TBL1XR1, TCF20,
TNRC6B, TRIO, UBN2, UPF3B, USP15, USP7, WAC, WDFY3,
MAGEL2

B.2: Novel ASD gene sets from iHart, Spark and Satterstrom
Paper
iHart

nGenes
14

Gene Set (SFARI Score)
BTRC, CCSER1, CMPK2, FAM98C, METTL26, MLANA,
MYO5A(3), PCM1, PRKAR1B, RAPGEF4(4), SMURF1,
TMEM39B, TSPAN4, UIMC1

Spark

13

BRSK2, CPZ, DMWD, DPP6(4), EGR3, FEZF2(4), ITSN1,
KDM1B, NR4A2(4), PAX5(3), RALGAPB(3), RNF25, SH3RF3

Satterstrom 31

AP2S1, CELF4(3), CORO1A, DPYSL2(3), EIF3G(4), ELAVL3(3),
GRIA2, HDLBP(4), HECTD4(3), KIAA0232, LDB1, LRRC4C,
MAP1A, MKX, NCOA1, NUP155, PHF12, PPP5C, PRR12(S),
RFX3(4), RORB, SATB1, SRPRA, TAOK1, TEK, TM9SF4,
TRIM23, UBR1, VEZF1, ZMYND8, PPP1R9B
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B.3: AUROC, Precision at 20% Recall and Precision at 43% recall performance statistics on
iHart novel ASD genes (* denote ties at recall of 20% of gene set)
Paper

AUC

AUC_CI

P20R

PR20_CI

P43R

PR43_CI

Princeton

0.57

0.4, 0.74

0.18

0.04, 0.27

0.12

0.04, 0.29

ASD_frn

0.69

0.56, 0.82

0.16

0.06, 0.53

0.16

0.08, 0.26

DAMAGES

0.65

0.52, 0.77

0.24

0.05, 0.32

0.12

0.06, 0.38

RF_Lin

0.58

0.43, 0.73

0.14

0.04, 0.29

0.12

0.04, 0.22

forecASD

0.87

0.77, 0.97

4.81

0.86, 13.59

2.23

0.4, 6.92

DAWN

0.53

0.42, 0.65

0.15

0, 0.34

0.1461*

0, 0.24

exac_pLI

0.52

0.38, 0.66

0.10

0.03, 0.16

0.07

0.04, 0.16

gnomad_pLI

0.49

0.37, 0.61

0.06

0.02, 0.1

0.07

0.04, 0.1

oe_lof_upper

0.56

0.42, 0.7

0.08

0.03, 0.12

0.11

0.05, 0.14

DeRubeis

0.90

0.85, 0.96

3.95

0.5, 6.67

1.10

0.33, 5.72

Sanders

0.98

0.96, 0.99

10.02

2.55, 13.81

6.35

2.29, 16.71

iHart

1.00

1, 1

32.66

14.29, 66.67

37.50

25, 53.57

Satterstrom

0.69

0.54, 0.84

1.12

0.15, 1.69

0.77

0.05, 1.71

Iossifov

0.69

0.53, 0.85

0.65

0.16, 1.62

0.62

0.06, 1.03
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B.4: AUROC, Precision at 20% Recall and Precision at 43% recall performance statistics on
Spark novel ASD genes (* denote ties at recall of 20% of gene set)
Paper
AUROC
AUROC_CI
_P20R PR20_CI
P43R PR43_CI
Princeton

0.61

0.43, 0.79

0.15

0.03, 0.14

0.13

0.03, 0.23

ASD_frn

0.75

0.62, 0.9

0.35

0.15, 0.61

0.36

0.1, 0.6

DAMAGES

0.84

0.76, 0.92

0.33

0.12, 0.43

0.32

0.15, 0.53

RF_Lin

0.81

0.7, 0.93

0.50

0.12, 1.04

0.34

0.15, 0.78

forecASD

0.89

0.8, 0.98

1.13

0.45, 1.77

1.40

0.72, 1.84

DAWN

0.61

0.48, 0.74

0.18

0.06, 0.45

0.16*

0.06, 0.29

exac_pLI

0.79

0.69, 0.9

0.17

0.07, 0.29

0.23

0.13, 0.31

gnomad_pLI

0.78

0.68, 0.89

0.17

0.07, 0.28

0.22

0.12, 0.3

oe_lof_upper

0.75

0.64, 0.87

0.23

0.08, 0.35

0.23

0.08, 0.37

DeRubeis

0.80

0.7, 0.9

0.32

0.09, 0.63

0.24

0.12, 0.52

Sanders

0.86

0.75, 0.96

1.30

0.29, 2.11

0.67

0.31, 2.09

iHart

0.86

0.77, 0.94

0.97

0.26, 1.51

0.62

0.16, 1.57

Satterstrom

0.73

0.57, 0.89

0.72

0.2, 3.18

0.47

0.08, 1.18

Iossifov

0.80

0.66, 0.94

0.52

0.22, 1.48

0.71

0.23, 0.92
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B.5: AUROC, Precision at 20% Recall and Precision at 43% recall performance statistics for
Satterstrom novel ASD genes (* denote ties at recall of 20% of gene set)
Paper
AUROC
AUROC_CI
P20R PR20_CI
P43R PR43_CI
Princeton

0.75

0.68, 0.83

0.56

0.35, 3.15

0.67

0.41, 0.92

ASD_frn

0.78

0.71, 0.85

2.77

0.5, 6.92

0.81

0.37, 1.42

DAMAGES

0.87

0.83, 0.92

1.06

0.57, 1.39

1.07

0.66, 1.41

RF_Lin

0.86

0.82, 0.92

1.77

0.76, 2.45

1.38

0.86, 1.86

forecASD

0.90

0.86, 0.95

3.56

2.37, 5.38

3.69

0.95, 6.16

DAWN

0.61

0.54, 0.69

0.39

0.23, 0.83

0.39*

0.25, 0.6

exac_pLI

0.90

0.88, 0.93

1.15*

0.61, 1.73

1.09

0.72, 1.57

gnomad_pLI

0.89

0.86, 0.93

1.42*

0.61, 1.96

1.08

0.7, 1.57

oe_lof_upper

0.91

0.89, 0.93

1.24

0.57, 1.75

0.90

0.63, 1.44

DeRubeis

0.60

0.5, 0.71

0.89

0.49, 1.96

0.50

0.12, 1.26

Sanders

0.64

0.53, 0.75

0.77

0.45, 1.38

0.95

0.21, 1.19

iHart

0.64

0.54, 0.75

0.61

0.39, 1.02

0.61

0.29, 1

Satterstrom

1.00

1, 1

34.31

22.54, 50.53

36.11

28, 48.68

Iossifov

0.82

0.75, 0.89

1.65

0.7, 2.33

1.01

0.65, 1.77
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